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Introduction 
 
The goals of the Career Development Award were to: 1. assist me in developing my laboratory and 
establish myself as an independent investigator in the field of breast cancer research at the University 
of Michigan; and 2 understanding the clinical utility of RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 proteins in breast 
cancer patients.  
 
As discussed in detail in the following report, we have achieved both goals successfully. The Award 
enabled me to establish my research laboratory in the Medical Sciences Research Building 1 at the 
University of Michigan Medical School, and get promoted to the rank of Associate Professor with 
tenure. The Award allowed me to make substantial and seminal contributions on the role of RhoC 
GTPase and WISP3 genes in the development and progression of breast cancer and also discover the 
role of these and other potentially relevant proteins as breast cancer biomarkers.  This award resulted 
in over 20 peer reviewed publications that advanced the field of breast cancer research.  
 
Body 
 
We have made significant contributions on the proposed tasks. Below are brief descriptions of key 
accomplishments according to the approved statement of work (SOW): 
 
Task 1.  To determine whether the concordant alterations of RhoC-GTPase over-expression and 
WISP3 loss are prognostic indicators and predictors of survival in breast cancer patients. Months 1-24. 

 
a. Identify and retrieve the breast cancer tissue blocks and slides (489 cases total). Months 1-6. 
b. Histopathologic study of the cases and selection of adequate tumor areas to construct the 

tissue microarrays. Categorize the breast cancers according to stage. Months 6-9. 
c. Construction of the tissue microarrays, one containing 400 breast cancers of all anatomic 

stages and the other containing 89 cases of locally advanced breast cancer. Months 9-15. 
d. Immunohistochemical analysis for RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 proteins, and other markers 

(ER, PR, HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis). Months 16-19. 
e. Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical studies and statistical analyses. 

Months 20-24. 
 

Task 1 
 

Identify and retrieve the breast cancer tissue blocks and slides. 
By performing a computerized search of the breast cancer database at the Department of Pathology, 
University of Michigan, using the words “breast” and “cancer” and “breast” and “carcinoma” from 
years 1987-1991. We identified 385 consecutive invasive breast cancer patients. Of the 385 cases, 236 
cases were available for study. The reasons for this were: 1. unavailability of tissue slides or blocks, 
and 2. primary resection performed at a referring institution.  
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In addition, 60 cases of locally advanced breast cancer, of which 30 are inflammatory breast cancers, 
and 30 are stage matched, non-inflammatory breast cancer were identified from the pathology files. 

 
Histopathologic study of the cases and selection of adequate tumor areas to construct the tissue 

microarrays. Categorize the breast cancers according to stage.  
The P.I. reviewed all the hematoxylin and eosin stained sections from all these cases and annotated the 
pathologic characteristics of each tumor using the following template: 

 
Summary for Invasive Carcinomas. 
 
Greatest dimension of invasive carcinoma (microscopic):   cm 
Involvement of surgical margin:  Positive (at ink)  Close (<= 0.2 cm) 
     Negative (>0.2 cm) 
If margin positive:    Single focus  Multiple foci 
If margin close:    Single focus  Multiple foci 
Histopathological grade (Elton and Ellis):  1 2 3  
Positive lymph nodes /total lymph nodes:              / 
Highest axillary node positive:  Yes  No  N/A 
Extranodal extension:    Yes  No  N/A 
Extensive DCIS:     Yes  No  N/A 

DCIS > 25% of tumor:  Yes  No 
Extratumoral DCIS:   Yes  No 

Microcalcifications:  None  within inv/DCIS within benign ducts 
Hormonal receptors:  ER: POS NEG  PR: POS NEG 
Her2neu overexpression:  POS (2+ 3+) NEG 
T  N  M 
 

Development of a breast cancer database 
We developed a relational database in Microsoft Access to store the pathological and clinical 
information. The idea behind this decision was to be able to link the results of the TMA scoring with 
the patient pathological and clinical information. Clinical and treatment information was extracted by 
chart review, performed with IRB approval. The P.I. was involved in all steps of the database design 
and development, and learned how to perform database queries. 

 
Construction of the tissue microarrays
We have constructed four high density tissue microarrays (TMAs) that will enable us to characterize 
WISP3 and RhoC expression in a wide range of normal breast and breast disease, and to study 
associations between expression of these proteins and patient outcome. The figure below is a 
schematic representation of a TMA.  

 
In order to construct the tissue arrays, the P.I. reviewed 
all cases histologically and selected the areas to array. 
At least three different areas of the tumors were 
selected and at least three tissue cores (0.6 mm in 
diameter) were sampled from each donor block.  TMAs 
are assembled using the manual tissue puncher/array 
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(Beecher Instruments). This instrument consists of thin-walled stainless steel needles with an inner 
diameter of approximately 600 μm and stylet used to transfer and empty the needle contents. The 
assembly is held in an X-Y position guide that is manually adjusted by digital micrometers. Small 
biopsies are retrieved from selected regions of donor tissue and are precisely arrayed in a new paraffin 
block. Cores are inserted into a 45 x 20 x 12 mm recipient block and spaced at a distance of 0.8 mm 
apart. 

 
Immunohistochemical analysis for RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 proteins, and other markers (ER, PR, 

HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis).  
We have optimized the conditions for immunohistochemistry for the anti-RhoC antibody and applied 
it to the constructed TMAs successfully. We used 1:400 dilution of antibody incubated overnight, and 
microwave antigen retrieval. Below are examples of tissues stained using RhoC antibody: 

 
We have worked closely with Covance in developing two antigenic peptides and immunizing rabbits 
to obtain polyclonal antibodies against WISP3. The following peptides were synthesized and 
polyclonal antibodies were obtained: 
 
Ac-CSGAKGGKKDSDQSN-CONH2 
Ac-CPEGRPGEVSDAPQRKQ-CONH2.    
 

After evaluating 4 different anti-WISP3 antibodies, we selected the one that worked better for Western 

blot and gave a specific band (shown below). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Western immunoblot of cell lysates 
of five different breast cancer cell lines 
(MDA231, MDA435, SUM149), and HPV 
immortalized human mammary epithelial 
cells (HME), and spontaneously 
immortalized human mammary epithelial 
cells (MCF10A). WISP3 protein is expressed 
in normal cells, and its expression decreases 
in breast cancer cells. 

 
We have optimized the conditions for the anti-WISP3 antibody for immunohistochemistry and we 
have applied it to the TMAs successfully. We use the antibody at 1:100 dilution, with 60 minutes 
incubation and microwave antigen retrieval. Below are examples of the tissues microarray samples 
stained with anti-WISP3 antibody. We have also stained the TMAs for estrogen receptor, progesterone 
receptor and HER-2/neu. 

 
Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical studies and statistical analyses.  
I evaluated the immunohistochemistry for RhoC, ER, PR and HER-2/neu in all the TMAs, and with 
the assistance of Kent Griffith, the biostatistician, have analyzed the results which are shown below. I 
am in the process of evaluating the immunohistochemistry for WISP3, to explore its clinical relevance. 
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Below is the summary of our RhoC analyses. 
 
We found that RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression. All samples of normal breast 
epithelium had negative to weak staining, whereas staining intensity increased in hyperplasia, DCIS, 
invasive carcinoma, and metastases (Kruskal-Wallis p<0.001).  
RhoC expression was associated with negative ER expression and worse histologic grade. In patients 
with invasive carcinoma, high RhoC expression was an independent predictor of death from breast 
cancer, and of local-recurrence free survival. The hazard ratio for local recurrence for patients with 
high RhoC levels as compared with those with low RhoC levels was 2.37, with a 95% confidence 
interval of 1.18-4.77 (p=0.015), Figure 3.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 Figure 3. RhoC protein expression is associated with survival in patients with breast cancer. A. Tissue 
microarray elements containing representative invasive carcinomas with negative (1), weak (2), moderate (3), 
and strong (4) RhoC staining intensities. Original magnification 40x. B. High RhoC expression in invasive 
carcinomas is associated with worse overall, disease-free, and local recurrence-free survival. 

 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
These studies show that RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression and RhoC protein 
levels in tumor tissue, as measured by immunohistochemistry, are strongly associated with survival 
and local recurrence in patients with breast cancer. This not only extends our initial observations 
(Kleer et al, Am J Pathol 2002 Feb;160(2):579-84), but also suggests that RhoC may have a role in the 
local invasiveness and progression of breast carcinoma. Our studies suggest that RhoC protein levels 
may be first altered in carcinoma in situ, the precursor of invasive carcinoma.  Clinically, our 
retrospective study suggests that RhoC levels may prove useful after further validation, to identify 
patients with breast cancer that are likely to recur locally.  This work was published in Breast Cancer 
Research and Treatment 93(2):101-10, 2005. 
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Task 1.   To define the role of Rho-GTPase and WISP3 in the clinical setting as independent 
predictors of survival in patients with locally advanced breast cancer. Months 24-36. 

 
a. Histopathologic study of 89 cases of locally advanced breast cancer that were previously    
          retrieved 

from the pathology files (first 6 months). Selection of adequate areas to construct the tissue 
microarray. Months 24-27. 

b. Development of the tissue microarray, and immunohistochemical analysis of RhoC-GTPase,  
WISP3 and other biomarkers (ER, PR, HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis). 
Months 28-33. 

c. Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical stains and statistical analyses. 
Months 33- 36. 

 
Task 2. 

a. Histopathologic study of 89 cases of locally advanced breast cancer that were previously   
Retrieved from the pathology files (first 6 months). Selection of adequate areas to construct 
the tissue microarray. Months 24-27. 
So far, we have identified 60 cases of locally advanced breast cancer, of which 30 are 
inflammatory breast cancers, and 30 are stage matched, non-inflammatory breast cancer were 
identified from the pathology files. We evaluated them histologically and chose the areas to 
construct a TMA 
 
In addition to the IBC cases from the UM, we have obtained 30 IBC samples from Egypt, 
through a collaboration with Dr. Amr Soliman (School of Public Health, UM). Interestingly, 
we found epidemiologic and histopathological differences in US IBC cases and Egyptian 
IBC cases. Specifically, age at diagnosis was significantly younger in Egyptian cases [mean 
46.9±standard deviation (SD) 10.8] than U.S. cases (58.8±13.5) (P= 0.01).  Peau d'orange 
was more common (P=0.02) and number of tumor emboli was remarkably higher (P=0.0003) 
in IBC from Egypt when compared to the U.S.   
 

d. Development of the tissue microarray, and immunohistochemical analysis of RhoC-GTPase,  
WISP3 and other biomarkers (ER, PR, HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis). 
Months 28-33. 
We have constructed a TMA with these tissues, and stained them for RhoC, ER, PR and 
HER-2/neu. We have stained the TMA for WISP3 as well and are in the process of 
evaluating the immunohistochemical results.  
 
We have stained the 30 IBC cases from Egypt using the anti-RhoC antibody and also using a 
marker for lymphatic vessels (LYVE-1). 
 

e. Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical stains and statistical analyses. 
Months 33- 36. 
RhoC, ER, PR and Her-2/neu stains have been evaluated and analyzed in conjunction with 
Task 1. We are in the process of interpreting the immunohistochemical results for WISP3 
staining in this group as well. Once this is performed, we will analyze the value of RhoC and 
WISP3 expression in predicting response to therapy in this group of tumors. 
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In addition, in the IBC cases from Egypt, we found that RhoC is highly expressed. LYVE-1-
positive lymphatic invasion was observed in 46% and 50% of the IBC tumors from Egypt and the 
U.S., respectively.  A high level of RhoC overexpression was observed in 84% of IBC tumors 
from Egypt and 13% from the U.S. (P=0.0001). In summary, these exciting new data suggest that 
IBC patients from Egypt present with graver clinical signs and distinct molecular characteristics 
when compared to the U.S.  The higher number of tumor emboli and the further elevated level of 
RhoC expression might contribute to the dismal phenomenon of IBC commonly seen in Egypt. 
This work was presented the AACR meeting on 2006, and is the subject of a manuscript in 
preparation. 

 
Task 3.   To study in detail the in vivo effect of WISP3 loss in modulating the response of invasive 
breast carcinomas with RhoC-GTPase over-expression to farnesyl transferase inhibitors. Months 24-
36. 
 
a. Prepare a panel of cell lines (SUM149 wt, SUM149/WISP3, HME/RhoC, SUM185 wt and  

MCF10AT wt). Since all these cell lines have been prepared in our preliminary work, getting 
them ready for injection with take approximately 3 weeks. Month 25-26. 

b. In vivo mice experiment (injection of cell lines, tumor development and treatment with 
farnesyl  
transferase inhibitor). Months 27-30. 

c. Histological and immunohistochemical study of the excised tumors stained with anti-RhoC 
and  
anti-WISP3 antibodies. Months 30-32. 

d. Analysis of the immunostains. Months 32-34. 
e. Statistical analyses. Months 34-36. 
We have not yet initiated the experiments in Task 3. We have been very concerned with the role of 
RhoC and WISP3 as markers of prognosis and response to therapy in breast cancer given the urgent 
need for novel biomarkers in the clinic. We have also devoted our attention to elucidating the 
mechanism of action of these genes. The experiments proposed in Task 3 will commence this year. 

 
In addition to the Tasks we have contributed to the following projects: 
 
1. We have performed seminal work in understanding WISP3 function, and how WISP3 and RhoC 
may cooperate to determine a highly aggressive inflammatory breast cancer phenotype, which we have 
published (Kleer et al, WISP3 and RhoC guanosine triphosphatase cooperate in the development of 
inflammatory breast cancer. Breast Cancer Res. 2004;6(1):R110-5). In this work, we found that 
antisense inhibition of WISP3 in HME cells increased RhoC mRNA and resulted in an increase in 
cellular proliferation, anchorage independent growth and VEGF levels in the conditioned media. 
Conversely, restoration of WISP3 expression in the highly malignant IBC cell line, SUM149, was able 
to decrease the expression of RhoC protein.  This provides further evidence in support that these two 
genes act in concert to give rise to the highly aggressive IBC phenotype. We propose a model of this 
interaction as a starting point for further investigations. This manuscript is included in the appendix. 
 
2. We have made an important contribution by elucidating that WISP3 is a secreted protein and that it 
modulates IGF signaling. This work is seminal, as no other tumor suppressor gene has ever been 
defined specifically for Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Previously, we have demonstrated that WISP3 
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has tumor suppressor functions in IBC (Kleer et al, Oncogene, 21, 3172-3180, 2002), and we have 
gained insight into WISP3 as a modulator of IGF signaling. This work was presented at the AACR 
meeting in Washington DC, July, 2003 as an oral presentation, and has been recently published and is 
included in the appendix. (Kleer et al, Neoplasia 2004 Mar-Apr;6(2):179-85).  
 
Briefly, in this work we found that WISP3 is secreted into the conditioned media and into the lumens 
of normal breast ducts. Once secreted, WISP3 was able to decrease, directly or through induction of 
other molecule(s), the IGF-1-induced activation of the IGF-IR, and two of its main downstream 
signaling molecules, IRS1 and ERK-1/2 in SUM149 IBC cells.  Furthermore, WISP3 containing 
conditioned media decreased the growth rate of SUM149 cells. This work sheds light into the 
mechanism of WISP3 function by demonstrating that it is secreted, and that once in the extracellular 
media it induces a series of molecular events that lead to modulation of IGF-IR signaling pathways 
and cellular growth in IBC cells. 
 
3. We have established for the first time a stable siRNA and shRNA inhibition of WISP3 expression in 
human mammary epithelial cells (HME) and characterized its functions. Surprsingly, we found that 
WISP3 inhibition resulted in epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) of HME cells and induced 
motility and invasion. Moreover, these cells were more sensitive to the growth and proliferative effects 
of IGF-1 in the medium. These experiments suggest that WISP3 may be a key a regulator of IGF-1 
effects in HME cells. We have published this work (Zhang et al, Breast Cancer Research 7(6):R1080-
9, 2005). 
 
We have recently found that lentiviral silencing of WISP3 in HME cells decreases E-cadherin through 
transcriptional repression, mainly by regulating the levels of Snail, a key repressor of E-cadherin. 
These results have been presented at the Epithelial to Mesenchymal transition meeting in Vancouver, 
2005, and are part of a manuscript in preparation in our laboratory. A review article published this year 
in a special Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition Issue of Cells, Tissues and Organs is included in the 
appendix (Kleer et al, CTO Vol. 185, No. 1-3,  pp 95 - 99 , 2007). 
 
5. We have identified that EZH2 is a marker of aggressive breast cancer and that it promotes the 
neoplastic transformation of human mammary epithelial cells (Kleer CG, Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences, 100(20): 11606-11, 2003).  For this study, we used the tissue microarrays 
constructed and stained them using a polyclonal antibody for EZH2, a transcriptional repressor. We 
found that EZH2 expression was an independent factor that predicts death from breast cancer. We 
have included a copy reprint of this paper in the appendix section. 
 
We have also investigated the mechanism of action of EZH2 (Zeidler et al, Neoplasia 7(11):1011-9, 
2005. Featured article and Cover ), and discovered that is a promising biomarker of preneoplastic 
progression in the breast (Ding et al, Cancer Research 66(8):4095-9, 2006. Selected as a Cancer 
Research Highlight).
 
6. I have embarked on several fruitful collaborations with other members of the Breast Oncology 
Program at UM, and at other institutions.  
 
In summary, this Award helped us complete several manuscripts dealing with key aspects of WISP3 
and RhoC expression in breast cancer. We have developed key reagents and resources that will enable 
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us to move forward in testing their clinical usefulness. We have also completed a major effort in 
understanding the function of WISP3 gene as it contributes to the inflammatory breast cancer 
phenotype. 

 
Key Research Accomplishments  
 

• Constructed four high density tissue microarrays 
• Developed a relational database with the patient information 
• Generated and tested a polyclonal antibody against WISP3 
• Validation of RhoC as a novel tissue biomarker that predicts local recurrence and 

survival in patients with breast cancer.  
• Investigated the mechanisms of cooperation between RhoC and WISP3 in 

determining the inflammatory breast cancer phenotype. 
• Elucidated that WISP3 is a secreted protein and that it modulates IGF-I signaling 

cascade in inflammatory breast cancer 
• Discovered that WISP3 inhibition in HME cells leads to epithelial to mesenchymal 

transition, and triggers invasion and motility. 
• Discovered that EZH2 is a marker of aggressive breast cancer and that it promotes 

neoplastic transformation of mammary epithelial cells. 
 

Training component of the Award 
During the period of the Career Development Award, I have obtained protected time from my clinical 
responsibilities and established my research laboratory at the University of Michigan. I became an 
appreciated and active member of the Breast Oncology Program. I have also become the Director of 
the Breast Pathology Fellowship Program at UM, a member of the Execute Committee of the 
Molecular and Cellular Pathology Graduate Program at UM, and have been invited as an ad hoc 
reviewer to the DOD BCRP and the tumor progression and metastasis study section of the NCI. I have 
also been promoted to the rank of Associate Professor of Pathology with tenure at UM. All of these 
accomplishments are a direct result of the DOD Career Development Award.   
 
Reportable Outcomes 
We are in a position to report that RhoC over expression is an early marker of aggressive breast 
cancers, even when they are small, and that it is a promising marker of prognosis and local recurrence 
in patients with breast cancer.  
We can state that WISP3 is able to ameliorate the highly malignant features of inflammatory breast 
cancer. Specifically, WISP3 has growth and angiogenic inhibitory functions, at least in part though 
modulating IGF-receptor signaling pathways.  
We can state that EZH2 is a marker of aggressive breast cancer, and that it can predict prognosis. 

 
 

Research Manuscripts published for the period of the Career Development Award (2002-2007): 
 

Kleer CG, van Golen KL, Zhang Y, Wu Z-F, Rubin MA, Merajver SD.Characterization of RhoC 
Expression in Benign and Malignant Breast Disease: A Potential New Marker for Small Breast 
Carcinomas with Metastatic Potential. Am J of Pathol. 160(2), 579-584, 2002. 
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Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Pan Q, van Golen KL, Wu Z-F, and Merajver SD. WISP3 Isa Novel Tumor 
Suppressor Gene of Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Oncogene 21, 3172-3180, 2002.  
 
Zhou M, Chinnaiyan AM, Kleer CG, Lucas PC and Rubin MA. Alpha-Methylacyl-CoA racemase: a 
novel tumor marker overexpressed in several human cancers and their precursor lesions. Am J Surg 
Pathol. 26(7): 926-931, 2002. 
 
Kleer CG, Tseng MD, Gutsch DE, Rochford AR, Wu Z-F, Joynt LK, Helvie MA, Chang T, van Golen 
KL, Merajver SD. Epstein-Barr virus is implicated in the pathogenesis of breast fibroadenomas in 
immunocompromised hosts. Modern Pathology 15(7):759-764, 2002. 
 
Pan Q, Kleer CG, van Golen KL, Irani J, Bottema KM, Bais C, De Carvalho M, Mesri EA, Robins 
DM, Dick R, Brewer GJ and Merajver SD. Copper deficiency induced by tetrathiomolybdate 
suppresses tumor growth and angiogenesis. Cancer Research 62(17):4854-9, 2002.  
 
Valdez R, Thorson J, Finn WG, Schnitzer B, and Kleer CG. Lymphocytic Mastitis/Diabetic 
Mastopathy:  A Molecular, Immunophenotypic, and Clinicopathologic Evaluation of Eleven Cases. 
Modern Pathology 16: 223-228, 2003. 
 
Rao DS, Bradley SV, Kumar PD, Hyun TS, Saint-Dic D, Oravecz-Wilson K, Kleer CG, and Ross TS. 
Altered receptor trafficking in Huntingtin Interacting Protein 1-transformed cells. Cancer Cell 3: 471-
482, 2003. 

Sabel MS, Schott AF, Kleer CG, Merajver SD, Cimmino V, Diehl KM, Hayes DF, Chang A, Pierce 
LJ. Sentinel Node Biopsy Prior to Neoadjuvant  Chemotherapy.  American Journal of Surgery 
186:102-105, 2003. 

Pan Q, Bao LW, Kleer CG, Brewer GJ, and Merajver SD. Antiangiogenic tetrathiomolybdate 
enhances doxorubicin therapy against breast carcinoma.  Molecular Cancer Therapeutics  2:617-622, 
2003.  
 
Collisson EA, Kleer CG, Wu M, De A, Gambhir SV, Merajver SD, Kolodney  MS. Atorvastatin 
Prevents RhoC Isoprenylation, Invasion and Metastasis in Human Melanoma Cells. Molecular Cancer 
Therapeutics, 2:941-948, 2003. 
 
Kleer CG, Cao Q, Varambally S, Shen R, Ota I, Tomlins SA, Ghosh D, Sewalt RG, Otte AP, Hayes 
DF, Sabel MS, Livant D, Weiss SJ, Rubin MA and Chinnaiyan AM. EZH2 is a Marker of Aggressive 
Breast Cancer and Promotes Neoplastic Transformation of Breast Epithelial Cells. Proceedings of the  
National Academy of Sciences, 100(20):11606-11, 2003. 
 
Kowalski PJ, Rubin MA and Kleer CG. E-Cadherin Expression in Primary Carcinomas of the Breast 
and its Distant Metastases. Breast Cancer Research,  5:R217-R222, 2003. 
 
Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Pan Q, Wolf J, Wu M, Wu Z-F, Merajver SD. WISP3 and RhoC-GTPase 
Cooperate in the Development of Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Breast Cancer Research 6(1): R110-5, 
2004.  
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Ray ME, Yang ZQ, Albertson D, Kleer CG, Washburn JG, Macoska JA, Ethier SP. Genomic and 
Expression Analysis of the 8p11-12 Amplicon in Human Breast Cancer Cell Lines. Cancer Research 
64(1):40-47, 2004.  
 
Van Den Eynden GG, Van Der Auwera I, Van Laere S, Colpaert CG, Van Dam P,  Merajver S, Kleer 
CG, Harris AL, Van Marck EA, Dirix LY, Vermeulen PB.  Validation of a tissue microarray to study 
differential protein expression in inflammatory and non-inflammatory breast cancer. Breast Cancer 
Res Treat. 85(1):13-22, 2004. 
 
Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Pan Q, Merajver SD. WISP3 is a Secreted Tumor Suppressor Protein that 
Modulates IGF Signaling in Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Neoplasia, 6(2):179-85, 2004. 
 
Koker M and Kleer CG. P63 Expression in Breast Cancer: A Highly Sensitive and Specific Marker of 
Metaplastic Carcinoma. Am J Surg Pathol, 28(11):1506-12, 2004. 
 
Marcus B., Arenberg D., Kleer C.G., Chepeha D., Schmalbach C., Pan Q., Hanash S, Kuick R., Lee J., 
Merajver SD, Teknos TN. Prognostic Factors in Oral Cavity and Oropharyngeal Squamous Cell 
Carcinoma: The Impact of Tumor-Associated Macrophages. Cancer, 101(12):2779-87, 2004. 
 
Roubidoux MA, Sabel MS, Bailey JE, Kleer CG, Klein KA, Helvie MA. Small (<2.0-cm) Breast 
Cancers: Mammographic and US Findings at US-guided Cryoablation – Initial Experience. Radiology, 
233(3):857-67, 2004. 
 
Stearns V, Gallagher MA, Kleer CG, Singh B, Freedman M, Haddad B, Isaacs C, Warren R, Brown 
M, Trock B and Hayes DF. A Pilot Study to Establish a Clinical Model to Perform Phase II Studies of 
Breast Cancer Chemopreventive Agents in Women at High Risk Using Biomarkers as Surrogate 
Endpoints for Activity. Clin Cancer Res, 10(24):8332-40, 2004. 
 
Pu RT, Schott AF, Sturtz DE, Griffith KA, and Kleer CG. Pathologic Features of Breast Cancer 
Associated With Complete Response to Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy: Importance of Tumor Necrosis. 
Am J Surg Pathol, 29(3):354-58, 2005. 
 
Witniewicz A, Shen R, Lnu S, Mehra, R, Chinnaiyan AM, Sabel MS, Rubin MA, and Kleer CG.  
Alpha Methylacyl-CoA Racemase (AMACR) Protein Expression is Associated with the Degree of 
Differentiation in Breast Cancer Using Quantitative Image Analysis. Breast Cancer Biomarkers, 
Epidemiology and Prevention, 14(6):1418-23, 2005. Cover Article. 
 
Khan, A., Sabel, M.S., Nees, A., Diehl, K.M., Cimmino, V.M., Kleer, C.G., Schott, A.F., Hayes, D.F., 
Chang, A.E., and Newman, L.A. Comprehensive Axillary Evaluation in Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy 
Patients with Ultrasonography and Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy. Annuals of Surgical Oncology 
12(9):1-8, 2005. 
 
Schott, A.F., Roubidoux, M.A., Helvie, M.A., Hayes, D.F., Kleer, C.G., Newman, L.A., Pierce, L.J., 
Griffith, K.A., Murray, S., Hunt, K.A., Paramagul, C., and Baker, L.H. Clinical and Radiologic 
Assessments to Predict Breast Cancer Pathologic Complete Response to Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy. 
Breast Cancer 92(3):231-8, 2005. 
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Kleer, C.G., Griffith, K., Sabel, M.S., Van Golen, K.L., Gallagher, G., Wu, Z.F., and Merajver, S.D. 
RhoC-GTPase is a Novel Tissue Biomarker Associated with Biologically Aggressive Carcinomas of 
the Breast. Breast Cancer Research and Treatment 93(2):101-10, 2005. 
 
Pan, Q., Bao, L.W., Kleer, C.G., Sabel, M., and Merajver, S.D. Protein Kinase C� is Elevated in High 
Grade Breast Cancer and a Novel Target for RNA interference Anticancer Therapy. Cancer Research 
65(18):8366-71, 2005. 
 
Zeidler, M., Varambally, S., Cao, Q., Chinnaiyan, A.M., Ferguson, D.O., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, 
C.G. The Polycomb Group Protein EZH2 Impairs DNA Repair in Human Mammary Epithelial Cells. 
Neoplasia 7(11):1011-9, 2005. Featured article and Cover.
 
Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., Zhong, H., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Inhibition of CCN6 (WISP3) 
Expression Promotes Neoplastic Transformation and Enhances the Effects of IGF-1 on Breast 
Epithelial Cells. Breast Cancer Research 7(6):R1080-9, 2005. 
 
Mehra, R., Varambally, S., Shen, R., Ding, L., Sabel, M.S., Ghosh, D., Chinnaiyan, A.M.*, and Kleer, 
C.G*. Identification of GATA3 as a Breast Cancer Prognostic Marker by Global Gene Expression 
Meta-Analysis. Cancer Research 65(24):11259-64, 2005. 
 
Krop, I., März, A., Carlsson, H., Li, X., Bloushtain-Qimron, N., Hu, M., Gelman, R., Sabel, M.S., 
Schnitt, S., Ramaswamy, S., Kleer, C.G., Enerbäck, C., and Polyak, K. A Putative Role for Psoriasin 
in Breast Tumor Progression. Cancer Research 65(24):11326-34, 2005. 
 
Paramagul CP, Helvie MA, Robidoux MA, Kleer CG, Newman LA. Lobular carcinoma in situ 
(LCIS): Clinical and mammography findings of subsequent breast cancers. Journal of Women’s 
Imaging 7(4):181-189, 2005. 
 
Ben-David, M.A., Kleer, C.G., Paramagul, C., Griffith, K.A., and Pierce, L.J. Is LCIS a Component of 
Breast Cancer a Risk Factor for Local Failure Following Breast- Conserving Therapy? Results of a 
Matched Pair Analysis. Cancer 106(1):28-34, 2006. 
 
O’Malley, F.P., Mohsin, S.K., Badve, S., Bose, S., Collins, L.C., Ennis, M., Kleer, C.G., Pinder, S.E., 
and Schnitt, S.J. interobserver Reproducibility in the Diagnosis of Flat Epithelial Atypia of the Breast. 
Modern Pathology 19(2):172-9, 2006. 
 
Newman, E.L., Kahn, A., Diehl, K.M., Cimmino, V.M., Kleer, C.G., Chang, A.E., Newman, L.A., and 
Sabel, M.S. Does the Method of Biopsy Affect the Incidence of Sentinel Lymph Node Metastases? 
The Breast Journal 12(1):53-57, 2006. 
 
Ding, L., Erdmann, C., Chinnaiyan, A.M., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Identification of EZH2 as a 
Molecular Marker for a Precancerous State in Morphologically Normal Breast Tissues. Cancer 
Research 66(8):4095-9, 2006. Selected as a Cancer Research Highlight. 
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Hird, R.B., Chang, A., Cimmino, V., Diehl, K., Sabel, M., Kleer, C.G., Helvie, M., Schott, A., Young, 
J., Hayes, D., Newman, L. Impact of estrogen receptor expression and other clinico pathologic features 
on tamoxifen use in ductal carcinoma in situ. Cancer 15;106:2113-8, 2006. 
 
Kuefer, R., Day, K.C., Kleer, C.G., Sabel, M.S., Hofer, M.D., Varambally, S., Zorn, C.S., Chinnaiyan, 
A.M., Rubin, M.A., Day, M.L. The ADAM15 disintegrin is associated with aggressive prostate and 
breast cancer disease. Neoplasia 8(4): 319-329, 2006. 
 
Newman, EA, Guest AB, Helvie MA, Roubidoux MA, Chang AE, Kleer CG, Diehl KM, Cimmino 
VM, Pierce L, Hayes D, Newman LA, Sabel MS. Changes in surgical management resulting from case 
review at a breast cancer multidisciplinary tumor board. Cancer, 22;107(10):2346-2351, 2006. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Teknos, T.N., Islam, M., Marcus, B., Lee, J.S.J., Pan, Q., and Merajver, S.D.  RhoC-
GTPase Expression as a Potential Marker of Lymph Node Metastasis in Squamous Cell Carcinomas of 
the Head and Neck. Clinical Cancer Res, 12(15):4485-90, 2006. 
 
Ding L, and Kleer CG. Enhancer of zeste 2 as a Marker of Preneoplastic Progression in the Breast. 
Cancer Res. 66(19)9352-5, 2006. 
 
Zeidler M, and Kleer CG. The Polycomb Group Protein Enhancer of Zeste 2: Its Links to DNA Repair 
and Breast Cancer. J Mol Histol. 37(5-7):219-223, 2006 
 
Kunju L, and Kleer CG. Significance of Flat Epithelial Atypia on Mammotome Core Needle Biopsy: 
Should it be Excised? Hum Pathol. 38(1):35-41, 2007 
 
Maturen, K.E., Paramagul, C.P., Roubidoux, M.A., Kleer, C.G., Weadock W.J., Abate, S.A.  
Interactive Computer Teaching Module for Radiologic-Pathologic Correlations in Breast Imaging. 
MedEdPORTAL, In press. 
 
Ostrander J.H., Daniel A.R., Lofgren K, Kleer CG and Lange CA. Breast Tumor Kinase (Brk/PTK6) 
Regulates Heregulin-Induced Activation of Erk5 and p38 MAP Kinases in Breast Cancer Cells. 
Cancer Research 67(9):4199-209, 2007. 
 
Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Merajver SD. CCN6 (WISP3) as a New Regulator of the Epithelial Phenotype in 
Breast Cancer. Cells Tissues Organs. Vol. 185, No. 1-3,  pp 95 - 99 , 2007 
 
Privette LM, Gonzalez ME, Ding L, Kleer CG and Petty EM. Altered Expression of the Early Mitotic 
Checkpoint Gene, CHFR, in Breast Cancers: Implications for Tumor Suppression. Cancer Research, 
In press. 
 
McHugh JB, Fullen DR, Ma L, Kleer CG, Su LD. Expression of polycomb group protein EZH2 in 
nevi and melanoma. Journal of Cutaneous Pathology. In press.  
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Abstracts presented at scientific meetings during the period of the Award (2002-2007): 
 
Kleer, C.G. and Rubin, M.A. Increased Expression of α-methyl acyl-CoA racemase (AMACR) is 
Associated with Tumor Size and Lymph Node Metastases in Breast Cancer. Presented at the IAP 
meeting, Chicago, IL, Feb. 2002. 
 
Valdez, R., Thorson, J., Finn, W.G., Schnitzer, B., and Kleer, C.G. Lymphocytic Mastitis/Diabetic 
Mastopathy: A Molecular, Immunophenotypic and Clinicopathologic Evaluation of Eleven Cases. 
Presented at the IAP meeting, Chicago, IL, Feb. 2002. 
 
Kleer, C.G. and Afify, A.M. HER-2/neu Over-Expression: Comparison between Three 
Immunohistochemical Assays. Presented at the IAP meeting, Chicago, IL, Feb. 2002.  
 
Kleer, C.G., Van Golen, K.L., Zhang, Y., Wu, Z-F, Rubin, M.A., and Merajver, S.D. RhoC Expression 
in Benign and Malignant Breast Disease: A Promising Marker of Metastatic Potential in Small 
Tumors. Presented at the AACR meeting, San Francisco, CA, Apr. 2002. 
 
Pan, Q., Kleer, C.G., Van Golen, K.L., Irani, J., Bottema, K.M., Bais, C., De Carvalho, M., Mesri, 
E.A., Robins, D.M., Dick, R., Brewer, G.J., and Merajver, S.D. Copper Deficiency Induced by 
Tetrathiomolybdate Suppresses Tumor Growth and Angiogenesis. Presented at the AACR meeting, 
San Francisco, CA, Apr. 2002. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Van Golen, K.L., Zhang, Y., Wu, Z-F, Rubin, M.A., and Merajver, S.D. RhoC Expression 
in Benign and Malignant Breast Disease: A Promising marker of Metastatic Potential in Small 
Tumors. ASCO meeting, Orlando, FL, May 18, 2002. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Chang, T., Pan, Q., Rubin, M.A., Merajver, S.D. Characterization of VEGF-C Expression 
in Breast Tissues Using High Density Tissue Microarrays. Histopathology 41(1): 1-63. Oral 
presentation, International Academy of Pathology, Amsterdam, 2002. 
 
Sturtz, D.E., Schott, A.F., and Kleer, C.G. Pathologic Features of Breast Cancer Associated with 
Complete Response to Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy: Importance of Histologic Type and Grade. 
Platform presentation, USCAP meeting, Washington DC, 2003. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., Merajver, S.D. Characterization of WISP3, A Novel Tumor 
Suppressor Gene for Inflammatory Breast Cancer, in Normal Breast and Breast Disease. Platform 
presentation, USCAP meeting, Washington DC, 2003. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Shen, R., Wolf, J., and Rubin, M.A. Characterization of Platelet Derived Growth Factor 
Receptor Expression in Breast Cancer Identifies Inflammatory Breast Cancer as a Potential Target for 
Treatment with PDGF-b Inhibitors. Poster presentation, USCAP meeting, Washington DC, 2003. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Shen, R., Chinnaiyan, A.M., and Rubin, M.A. EZH2 is Overexpressed During Breast 
Cancer Progression and is a Predictor of Poor Outcome in Patients with Breast Cancer.  Poster 
presentation, USCAP meeting, Washington DC, 2003. 
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Kleer, C.G., Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., and Merajver, S.D. WISP3 is a Secreted Protein and Modulates IGF 
Signaling in Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Mini symposium AACR Meeting, Washington DC, July 11-14, 
2003. 
 
Koker, M. and Kleer, C.G. Metaplastic Carcinoma of the Breast: P63 is a Highly Sensitive and Specific 
Marker. Platform presentation, USCAP Meeting, Vancouver, BC, 2004. 
 
Koker M., and Kleer, C.G. Smooth Muscle Actin and p63 in the Diagnosis of Difficult Lesions of the 
Breast. Poster presentation, USCAP Meeting, Vancouver, BC, 2004. 
 
Koker, M., Griffith K., Newman, L., Sabel, M., Rubin, M.A., and Kleer, C.G. Pathologic Factors Predictive 
of Sentinel Lymph Node Metastasis in Patients with Breast Cancer. Poster presentation, USCAP Meeting, 
Vancouver, BC, 2004. 
 
Witkiewicz, A., Rubin, M.A., and Kleer, C.G. AMACR Expression in Breast Adenocarcinomas. Poster 
presentation, USCAP Meeting, Vancouver, BC, 2004. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Cao, Q., Varambally, S., Shen, R., Ota, I., Tomlins, S.A., Ghosh, D., Sewalt, R.G., Otte, A.P., 
Hayes, D.F., Sabel, M.S., Livant, D., Weiss, S.J., Rubin, M.A., and Chinnaiyan, A.M. EZH2 is a Marker of 
Aggressive Breast Cancer and Promotes Neoplastic Transformation of Breast Epithelial Cells. Platform 
presentation, USCAP Meeting, Vancouver, BC, 2004. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Griffith, K., Sabel, S., Gallagher, G., Merajver, S.D. RhoC GTPase is a New Tissue Biomarker 
Predictive of Local Recurrence in Patients with Breast Cancer. Poster presentation, AACR meeting, 
Orlando, FL, 2004. 
 
Zhang, Y., Monroe, S., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Inhibition of WISP3 (CCN6) Promotes the 
Neoplastic Transformation and Enhances the Effects of IGF-1 on Breast Epithelial Cells. Pathology 
Research Symposium, University of Michigan Pathology Graduate Program, Nov. 2004. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Griffith, K., Sabel, M.S., Van Golen, K.L., Gallagher, G., Wu, Z.F., and Merajver, S.D. RhoC-
GTPase is a Novel Tissue Biomarker Associated with Biologically Aggressive Carcinomas of the Breast. 
Poster Discussion Session, Breast Cancer Symposium, San Antonio, TX, Dec. 8-11, 2004. 
 
Mehra, R., Chinnaiyan, A.M., and Kleer, C.G. GATA3 as a Novel Prognostic Marker for Breast Cancer. 
Platform presentation, USCAP meeting, San Antonio, TX, Feb 28- Mar 3, 2005. 
 
Mohsin, S.K., Badve, S., Bose, S., Kleer, C.G., Pinder, S.E., and O’Malley, F.  Assessment of Variability in 
Diagnosing ‘Atypia’ in Columnar Cell Lesions (CCL) of the Breast. Poster Session, USCAP meeting, San 
Antonio, TX, Feb 28-Mar 3, 2005. 
 
Mehra, R., Varambally, S., Poisson, L.M., Rhodes, D.R., Ghosh, D., Chinnaiyan, A.M., and Kleer, C.G. 
Overexpression of Minichromosome Maintenance Protein 2 is Associated with Tumor Aggressiveness and 
Outcome in Breast Cancer. Platform presentation, USCAP meeting, San Antonio, TX, Feb 28- Mar 3, 
2005. 
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Zhang, Y., Monroe, S., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Inhibition of WISP3 (CCN6) Promotes the 
Neoplastic Transformation and Enhances the Effects of IGF-1 on Breast Epithelial Cells. Era of Hope 
Meeting, Department of Defense Breast Cancer Research Program, Poster presentation, Philadelphia, PA, 
June 8-11, 2005. 
 
Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., Zhong H., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Inhibition of WISP3 (CCN6) Promotes a 
Mesenchymal Phenotype and Enhances the Effects of IGF-1 on Breast Epithelial Cells. Epithelial 
Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) Conference. Vancouver, BC, Canada, October 1-3, 2005. Poster 
Presentation. 
 
Wei, I.*, Pu, R.*, Zhang, Y., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Analysis of WISP3 Promoter Methylation in 
Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Student Biomedical Research Forum, University of Michigan Medical 
School, Ann Arbor, MI, Nov. 2005. 
 
Hayes, M.J. and Kleer, C.G. Expression of the Undifferentiated Cell Marker P63 in Primary invasive 
Carcinomas of the Breast and Their Nodal Metastases. Laboratory Investigation 86(1): 29A. Presented at 
USCAP meeting, Atlanta, GA, Feb. 2006. 
 
Kunju, L.P. and Kleer, C.G. Significance of Flat Epithelial Atypia (FEA) on Mammotome Core Needle 
Biopsy: Should It Be Excised? Laboratory Investigation 86(1): 32A. Presented at USCAP meeting, Atlanta, 
GA, Feb. 2006. 
 
Zeidler, M., Varambally, S., Cao, Q., Chinnaiyan, A.M., Ferguson, D.O., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. 
The Polycomb Group Protein EZH2 Impairs DNA Repair in Human Mammary Epithelial Cells. AACR 
meeting, April 1-5, 2006, Washington DC. Poster Presentation. 
 
Wei, I.*, Pu, R.*, Zhang, Y., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Analysis of WISP3 Promoter Methylation in 
Inflammatory Breast Cancer. XXVI Congress of the International Academy of Pathology, Montreal, Sept. 
16-21, 2006. 
 
Hayes, MJ, Witkiewicz, A,  Kleer, C.G. Aberrant b-Catenin Expression is Associated with        Morphology 
and Prognosis in Metaplastic Mammary  Carcinomas. United States and Canadian Academy of Pathology, 
San Diego, CA, March 24-30, 2007. 
 
Kunju, LP, Kleer, C.G. Carcinoma and Grade 1 (Well Differentiated) Invasive Ductal Carcinoma: 
Comparision of Associated Flat Epithelial Atypia and Other Intra-Epithlial Lesions. United States and 
Canadian Academy of Pathology, San Diego, CA, March 24-30, 2007. 
 
Lo, AC.,  Soliman, AS., Kleer, C.G, Alford, SH., Eissa, S., Hablas, A., Khaled, HM., Omar, S., Merajver, 
S. Molecular Epidemiologic Features of Inflamitory Breast Cancer: A Comparison Between Egyptian and 
U.S. Patients. AACR meetingApril 14-18, 2007, Los Angeles, CA. 
 
Georgopolis, A., Soliman, A., Kleer, CG., Lo, AC., Eissa, S., Khaled, H., Omar, S., Merajver, SD. 
Molecular Differences Between Inflammatory Breast Cancers in Egyptian Patients.  AACR meeting, April 
14-18, 2007, Los Angeles, CA. 
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Conclusion: 
We are encouraged by our progress in all areas. We want to move forward and test the clinical utility of 
WISP3 and in combination with RhoC and other markers, in detecting aggressive breast cancer phenotypes 
before they develop metastases. We also wish to explore the relationship between WISP3 and the IGF-
receptor pathway in more depth. These are the directions we are moving on for this year. 
 
References: 
Manley, S., Mucci, N.R., De Marzo, A.M. & Rubin, M.A. Relational database structure to manage high-
density tissue microarray data and images for pathology studies focusing on clinical outcome: the prostate 
specialized program of research excellence model. Am J Pathol 159, 837-43, 2001 
 
Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Pan Q, van Golen KL, Wu Z-F, and Merajver SD. WISP3 Is a Novel Tumor 
Suppressor Gene of Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Oncogene 21, 3172-3180, 2002.  
 
Kleer CG, van Golen KL, Zhang Y, Wu Z-F, Rubin MA, Merajver SD. 
Characterization of RhoC Expression in Benign and Malignant Breast Disease: A Potential New Marker for 
Small Breast Carcinomas with Metastatic Potential. Am J of Pathol. 160(2), 579-584, 2002. 
 
Valdez R, Thorson J, Finn WG, Schnitzer B, and Kleer CG. Lymphocytic Mastitis/ Diabetic Mastopathy:  
A Molecular, Immunophenotypic, and Clinicopathologic Evaluation of Eleven Cases. Modern Pathology 
16: 223-228, 2003. 
 
Kleer CG, Cao Q, Varambally S, Shen R, Ota I, Tomlins SA, Ghosh D, Sewalt RG, Otte AP, Hayes DF, 
Sabel MS, Livant D, Weiss SJ, Rubin MA and Chinnaiyan AM. EZH2 is a Marker of Aggressive Breast 
Cancer and Promotes Neoplastic Transformation of Breast Epithelial Cells. Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences, 100(20):11606-11, 2003. 
 
Kowalski PJ, Rubin MA and Kleer CG. E-Cadherin Expression in Primary Carcinomas of the Breast and its 
Distant Metastases. Breast Cancer Research, 5:R217-R222, 2003. 
 
Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Pan Q, Wolf J, Wu M, Wu Z-F, Merajver SD. WISP3 and RhoC-GTPase Cooperate in 
the Development of Inflammatory Breast Cancer.  Breast Cancer Research 6(1): R110-5, 2004.  
 
Ray ME, Yang ZQ, Albertson D, Kleer CG, Washburn JG, Macoska JA, Ethier SP. Genomic and 
Expression Analysis of the 8p11-12 Amplicon in Human Breast Cancer Cell Lines. Cancer Research 
64(1):40-47, 2004.  
 
Van Den Eynden GG, Van Der Auwera I, Van Laere S, Colpaert CG, Van Dam P, Merajver S, Kleer CG, 
Harris AL, Van Marck EA, Dirix LY, Vermeulen PB. Validation of a tissue microarray to study differential 
protein expression in inflammatory and non-inflammatory breast cancer. Breast Cancer Res Treat. 
85(1):13-22, 2004. 
 
Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Pan Q, Merajver SD. WISP3 is a Secreted Tumor Suppressor Protein that Modulates 
IGF Signaling in Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Neoplasia, 2004 Mar-Apr;6(2):179-85. 
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APPENDIX- Selected Publications resulting directly from the Award 
 

Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Pan Q, Merajver SD. WISP3 is a Secreted Tumor Suppressor Protein that Modulates 
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Kleer, C.G., Griffith, K., Sabel, M.S., Van Golen, K.L., Gallagher, G., Wu, Z.F., and Merajver, S.D. RhoC-
GTPase is a Novel Tissue Biomarker Associated with Biologically Aggressive Carcinomas of the Breast. 
Breast Cancer Research and Treatment 93(2):101-10, 2005. 
 
Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., Zhong, H., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Inhibition of CCN6 (WISP3) Expression 
Promotes Neoplastic Transformation and Enhances the Effects of IGF-1 on Breast Epithelial Cells. Breast 
Cancer Research 7(6):R1080-9, 2005. 
 
Kleer, C.G., Teknos, T.N., Islam, M., Marcus, B., Lee, J.S.J., Pan, Q., and Merajver, S.D.  RhoC-GTPase 
Expression as a Potential Marker of Lymph Node Metastasis in Squamous Cell Carcinomas of the Head 
and Neck. Clinical Cancer Res, 12(15):4485-90, 2006. 
 
Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Merajver SD. CCN6 (WISP3) as a New Regulator of the Epithelial Phenotype in 
Breast Cancer. Cells Tissues Organs. Vol. 185, No. 1-3,  pp 95 - 99 , 2007 
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WISP3 (CCN6) Is a Secreted Tumor-Suppressor Protein that
Modulates IGF Signaling in Inflammatory Breast Cancer1

Celina G. Kleer *, Yanhong Zhang*, Quintin Pan y and Sofia D. Merajver y

Departments of *Pathology and yInternal Medicine, Division of Hematology and Oncology, University of Michigan
Medical Center, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Abstract

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is the most lethal

form of locally advanced breast cancer. We have found

that WISP3 is lost in 80% of human IBC tumors and

that it has growth- and angiogenesis-inhibitory func-

tions in breast cancer in vitro and in vivo. WISP3 is a

cysteine-rich, putatively secreted protein that belongs

to the CCN family. It contains a signal peptide at the

N-terminus and four highly conserved motifs. Here, for

the first time, we investigate the function of WISP3

protein in relationship to its structural features. We

found that WISP3 is secreted into the conditioned

media and into the lumens of normal breast ducts.

Once secreted, WISP3 was able to decrease, direct-

ly or through induction of other molecule(s), the

IGF-1–induced activation of the IGF-IR, and two of its

main downstream signaling molecules, IRS1 and ERK-

1/2, in SUM149 IBC cells. Furthermore, WISP3 contain-

ing conditioned media decreased the growth rate of

SUM149 cells. This work sheds light into the mecha-

nism of WISP3 function by demonstrating that it is

secreted and that, once in the extracellular media, it

induces a series of molecular events that leads to

modulation of IGF-IR signaling pathways and cellular

growth in IBC cells.

Neoplasia (2004) 6, 179–185

Keywords: IGF-binding proteins, MAPK signaling, cell proliferation, cell cycle control,

ERK-1/2 phosphorylation.

Introduction

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is the most lethal form of

locally advanced breast cancer [1,2]. It is also a very distinct

clinical and pathological type of carcinoma. Clinically,

patients present with what has been classically termed

‘‘peau d’orange,’’ characterized by skin thickening and

dimpling, also with nodularity, erythema, and, often, nipple

retraction [1–4]. IBC is highly angiogenic and angioinva-

sive. Clusters of malignant cells invade the dermal lym-

phatics, forming tumor emboli that likely cause the clinical

symptoms, and disseminate to distant sites [1].

In our previous work, we found that WISP3 is lost in 80%

of human IBC tumors and is a key genetic determinant of

the IBC phenotype [5]. WISP3 has growth-, invasion-, and

angiogenesis-inhibitory functions in IBC in vitro and in vivo [6].

WISP3 is a member of the CCN family of proteins, which also

includes connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), Cyr61, Nov,

WISP1, and WISP2 [7,8]. A putatively secreted protein with a

secretory signal peptide at the NH2 terminus, WISP3 contains

36 conserved cysteine residues that are organized into four

highly conserved modules: 1) a motif associated with insulin-

like growth factor binding protein (IGFBP) (GCGCCXXC); 2) a

von Willebrand type C–like motif; 3) a thrombospondin 1

module; and 4) a carboxyl-terminal domain putatively involved

in dimerization [8,9]. The role of each of these conserved

domains in the function of the CCN proteins, in general, and

of WISP3, in particular, remains to be elucidated.

IGF-I and its major receptor, IGF-IR, play an important role

in normal breast biology and in the development of breast

cancer [10–13]. A large body of work implicates the IGF family

in breast cancer progression. High concentrations of IGF-I in

serum are associated with increased mammographic density

(one of the strongest predictors of breast cancer risk), and also

reliably predict increased breast cancer risk specifically in

premenopausal women [14]. In vitro, IGF-I is a strong mitogen

for human breast cancer cells and has been found in the

epithelial and stromal component of breast cancers [13]. High

expression of IGF-IR has been demonstrated in most primary

human breast cancers when compared to normal or benign

breast tissues, and hyperactivation of IGF-IR in breast cancer

has been linked to increased radioresistance and cancer

recurrence at the primary site [13,15,16]. High levels of IRS-1,

a major signaling molecule downstream of the IGF-IR, corre-

late with tumor size and shorter disease-free survival in ER+

breast cancer patients [17,18]. Based on the protein sequence

of WISP3 and the important role of IGF signaling in breast

cancer, we hypothesized that WISP3 is secreted into the

extracellular medium and that the growth-inhibitory effect of
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WISP3 in IBC may be dependent, at least in part, on

modulation of IGF-I signaling. To test this hypothesis, we

investigated the downstream effects of WISP3 starting at the

IGF-IR receptor and signaling pathway. Here, we demon-

strate that WISP3 is a secreted protein and that, once in the

conditioned media, it can effectively modulate IGF-IR acti-

vation and its signaling cascade and the cellular growth of

IBC cells.

Materials and Methods

Cell Culture and Transfections

SUM149 cells derive from a primary IBC that has lost

WISP3 expression [6,19]. SUM149 cells and their trans-

fectants were cultured in Ham’s F-12 media supplemented

with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS), hydrocortisone (1 mg/ml),

insulin (5 mg/ml), fungizone (2.5 mg/ml), gentamycin

(5 mg/ml), and penicillin/streptomycin (100 m/ml each), at

37jC under 10% CO2. HEK-293 cells derived from human

embryonic kidney epithelial cells were grown in Dulbecco’s

modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% FBS.

SUM149 and HEK-293 cells were transfected with HIS�

tagged (pcDNA 3.1/V5-HIS TOPO TA expression vector;

Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and Flag� tagged (pFlag-CMV

vector; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) full-length WISP3 cDNA, and

clonal cell lines were established as described previously [6].

Control cell lines were generated by transfecting the

SUM149 and HEK-293 cell lines with the empty vectors.

The inserts were confirmed by sequencing. Cells were

incubated in serum-free medium. WISP3 and control condi-

tioned media were collected 3 days later. The conditioned

media were cleared of cell debris by centrifugation, and

concentrated 10-fold through a Centriplus YM-10 column

(Millipore, Bedford, MA) before use.

IGF-I Stimulation

Seventy percent confluent SUM149 cells were shifted to

serum-free medium. After 24 hours of starvation, the cells

were cultured in WISP3 and control conditioned media for

24 hours. Subsequently, SUM149 cells were stimulated with

20 ng/ml human recombinant IGF-I (Upstate Biotechnology

Inc., Lake Placid, NY) for 15 minutes.

Immunoprecipitation and Western Blotting

Cells were lysed in lysis buffer composed of 50 mM Tris–

HCl (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.25% sodium

deoxycholate, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM Na3VO4, 1 mM PMSF,

and 1 mg/ml aprotinin. The lysates were clarified by centrifu-

gation at 14,000g for 10 minutes. A total of 500 mg of

cell lysates was incubated with 1 mg/ml anti– IGF-IR mAb

(Calbiochem, San Diego, CA) overnight at 4jC. Immune

complexes were precipitated by adding 50 ml of protein A/G

plus agarose bead slurry for 2 hours. The agarose beads

were collected and washed three times with ice-cold lysis

buffer, and resuspended in 25 ml of 2 � Laemmli sample

buffer for sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electro-

phoresis (SDS-PAGE). Fifty micrograms of protein extract

was separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred onto a PVDF

membrane (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). The precipitat-

ed IGF-IR was detected with anti– IGF-IR b subunit poly-

clonal Ab (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA).

Tyrosine phosphorylation of immunoprecipitated IGF-IR

was assessed with anti – phosphotyrosine mAB PY20

(Transduction Laboratories, Lexington, KY). Total IGF-IR,

phosphorylated and total IRS1, and ERK-1/2 were measured

with appropriate antibodies (Transduction Laboratories; Up-

state Biotechnology Inc.). WISP3 expression was confirmed

by Western blot using a polyclonal anti–WISP3 antibody (gift

from Dr. Warman) and an antibody against the HIS tag

(Invitrogen). The protein bands were visualized using en-

hanced chemiluminescence (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech,

Piscataway, NJ). All experiments were repeated at least

three times and the optical density of the bands was quan-

tified by densitometry (Scio Image software for Win 95/98,

version 0.4). Statistical analysis was performed using 95%

confidence intervals for the estimates of the means. A

P value of < .05 was considered statistically significant.

Effect of WISP3 in the Proliferation of SUM149 cells

SUM149 cells were plated in 96-well tissue culture plates

at a density of 5 � 104 cells/ml in Ham’s F-12 media with 5%

FBS. One hundred microliters of serum-free medium was

added for 24 hours. Ten-fold concentrated WISP3 and

control conditioned media were added in the presence and

absence of IGF-I simulation as described above. MTT

reagents were added 24 hours later according to the man-

ufacturer’s protocol (Sigma), and the plate was read at a

wavelength of 595 nm. The experiment was performed in

triplicate.

Human Breast Tissues and Immunohistochemistry

WISP3 protein expression was studied by immunohisto-

chemistry in normal human breast tissues obtained from 10

reduction mammoplasty procedures. Immunohistochemical

analysis was performed by using a polyclonal anti–WISP3

antibody at 1:500 dilution with overnight incubation and

microwave antigen retrieval [20]. The detection reaction

followed the Dako Envision+ System Peroxidase kit protocol

(Dako, Carpinteria, CA). Diaminobenzidine was used as

chromogen and hematoxylin was used as counterstain.

Positive and negative controls were tumor xenografts de-

rived from cell lines shown to express high levels of WISP3

(SUM149 cell line stably transfected with WISP3) and from a

cell line that does not express WISP3 (SUM149 wild type),

respectively.

Results

WISP3 Protein Is Secreted by Human Breast Epithelial Cells

WISP3 protein contains a multimodular structure with a

secretory signal peptide at the N-terminus. To investigate

whether WISP3 is secreted by breast epithelial cells,

SUM149 IBC cells previously characterized with a loss

in WISP3 expression were stably transfected to express

full-length WISP3. Conditioned media from SUM149/

WISP3 – overexpressing clones were collected and
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detected for WISP3 by Western blot analysis using a

polyclonal anti –WISP3 antibody. WISP3 protein was

detected in the media of SUM149-expressing WISP3

(SUM149/WISP3), and not in the media of empty vector–

transfected SUM149 cells (SUM149/Flag) (Figure 1A). In

order to explore these results from a different perspec-

tive, we performed transient transfections of WISP3 in

SUM149 cells using a HIS� tagged full-length WISP3 expres-

sion vector. In this case, WISP3 protein was detected in the

conditioned media using both anti–WISP3 antibody and

anti–HIS antibody (data not shown). To specifically address

whether WISP3 would be detected in the conditioned media

of a nonmammary cell, we repeated these experiments with

the HEK293 cell line, derived from human embryonic kidney

epithelial cells. WISP3 was detected in the conditioned media

of these cells and not in the conditioned media of the empty

vector controls (Figure 1B ).

In situ expression of WISP3 protein was determined by

immunohistochemical analysis of normal breast tissues de-

rived from reduction mammoplasty procedures. In all 10

tissues examined, WISP3 protein was expressed at low

levels in the cytoplasm of normal epithelial cells from ducts

and acini and, interestingly, was present in the luminal

secretions of ducts and lobules (Figure 2A). Xenografts

derived from wild-type SUM149 cells (WISP3�) and from

SUM149/WISP3+ cells were used as negative and positive

controls, respectively (Figure 2, B and C ).

WISP3 Containing Conditioned Media Reduces IGF-I–

Induced IGF-IR Activation and Signaling Pathways

The effect of WISP3 on the activation of the IGF-I

signaling pathway was studied in SUM149 cells derived from

a primary IBC [5,6,19,21]. The activation of the IGF signaling

Figure 1. WISP3 protein is secreted and detected in the conditioned media.

(A) Western immunoblot using anti –WISP3 polyclonal antibody detects

WISP3 protein in the conditioned media of SUM149 cells transfected with

WISP3 full-length cDNA. WISP3 protein is not detected in the conditioned

media of SUM149 cells transfected with the empty vector. (B) Western

immunoblot of the conditioned media of HEK-293 cells transfected with

WISP3, detected using an anti – HIS antibody. WISP3 is not detected in the

conditioned media of the control cells.

Figure 2. In situ expression of WISP3 protein in normal breast tissues. (A) Immunohistochemical analysis of normal breast tissues using a polyclonal anti –WISP3

antibody shows that WISP3 protein is expressed at low levels in the cytoplasm of normal epithelial cells and in the luminal secretions of ducts and acini (arrows)

(� 200). (B and C) Xenografts derived from wild-type SUM149 and SUM149/WISP3 cells were used as negative and positive controls, respectively (� 400).
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cascade plays a central role in breast cancer development

and progression. To investigate whether the presence of

WISP3 in the conditioned media has an effect on IGF-IR

signaling pathways in IBC cells, phosphorylation of IGF-IR,

IRS1, and ERK-1/2 was determined in wild-type SUM149

cells in the presence or absence of WISP3 in the conditioned

media. Experiments were carried out under baseline con-

ditions without addition of IGF-I and after stimulation with

IGF-I. In the presence of WISP3 in the conditioned media,

SUM149 cells exhibited decreased IGF-IR phosphorylation

(Figure 3). The effect of WISP3 in the phosphorylation of the

IGF-IR was evident in the presence of IGF-I stimulation

because WISP3 was able to ameliorate the effect of IGF-I

stimulation on the activation of the IGF-IR (Figure 3). Simi-

larly, WISP3 conditioned media decreased the IGF-I–

induced IRS1 and ERK-1/2 phosphorylation (Figures 4

and 5).

WISP3 Containing Conditioned Media Reduces the Growth

of IBC Cell Lines

After establishing that the presence of WISP3 in the

conditioned media was able to modulate IGF-I signaling

pathways, its effect on cellular proliferation was determined

in the presence and absence of IGF-I stimulation. SUM149

cells bathed in the WISP3 conditioned media had signifi-

cantly lower growth rates than the control SUM149 cells

bathed in control (WISP3-deficient) conditioned media, both

in the presence and absence of IGF-I stimulation (t test,

P < .05; Figure 6).

Discussion

We have previously demonstrated that WISP3 is lost in 80%

of IBC tumors and that it has tumor-suppressor functions in

IBC [5,6]. Studies on the SUM149 IBC cell line showed that

restoration of WISP3 expression has potent growth- and

Figure 3. WISP3 decreases IGF-I – induced phosphorylation of the IGF-IR.

(A) Western blot analysis of SUM149 cell lines bathed in WISP3+ and control

(WISP3�) conditioned media. The experiment was carried out under baseline

conditions (without IGF-I) and after stimulation with 20 ng/ml IGF-I. The IGF-

IR was precipitated from 500 �g of protein lysate with an anti – IGF-IR mAb

and subsequently detected by immunoblot with an anti – IGF-IR � subunit

polyclonal Ab. Tyrosine phosphorylation of immunoprecipitated IGF-IR was

assessed with an anti – phosphotyrosine mAb PY20. (B) Relative protein

levels of IGF-IR phosphorylation normalized for total IGF-IR. Blots were

scanned and the pixel intensity measured using Scn Image program. Results

are expressed as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. (C) Quan-

titation of the differences in the percent activation of the IGF-IR. The

difference in normalized IGF-IR phosphorylation under baseline conditions

and after IGF-I stimulation was calculated for each cell line. Results were

corrected using the difference in IGF-IR phosphorylation in the absence

of IGF-I stimulation as reference. WISP3 was able to decrease the

IGF-I – induced activation of the IGF-IR (t test, P < .05).

Figure 4. WISP3 decreases IGF-I – induced phosphorylation of IRS1. (A)

Western blot analysis of SUM149 cell lines bathed in WISP3+ and control

WISP3-conditioned media. The experiment was carried out under baseline

conditions (without IGF-I) and after stimulation with IGF-I. The expression of

phosphorylated IRS1 was detected by Western blot using a polyclonal

antibody against phosphorylated IRS1. The Western blot was stripped and

probed with an antibody against total IRS1. (B) Relative protein levels of IRS1

phosphorylation normalized for total IRS1. Blots were scanned and the pixel

intensity measured. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM of three

independent experiments. (C) The differences in the percent activation of

IRS-1 were quantitated. The difference in the corrected IRS1 phosphorylation

under baseline conditions and after IGF-I stimulation was calculated for each

cell line and results were normalized using the difference in IRS1

phosphorylation in the absence of IGF-I stimulation as reference. WISP3-

rich conditioned media was able to decrease the phosphorylation of IRS-1

triggered by IGF-I (t test, P < .05).
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angiogenesis-inhibitory functions in vitro and in vivo [6].

Restoration of WISP3 resulted in a significant decrease in

anchorage-independent growth in soft agar and cellular

proliferation, as well as a drastic decrease in the invasive

capabilities of the SUM149 cells, which are highly invasive in

their wild-type state. Furthermore, restoration of WISP3

expression in SUM149 cells resulted in a biologically relevant

decrease in the level of angiogenic factors (VEGF, bFGF,

and IL-6) in the conditioned media of the cells. In vivo,

restoration of WISP3 expression in SUM149 cells caused a

drastic decrease in tumor volume and rate of tumor growth

when injected in nude mice [6]. Taken together, this body of

work had strongly supported a tumor-suppressor role for

WISP3 in mammary tumor progression. In the present study,

we sought to discover the molecular mechanisms underlying

the tumor-suppressor function of WISP3.

WISP3 belongs to the CCN family of proteins, which are

highly conserved, putatively secreted proteins with important

roles in development during chondrogenesis and skeleto-

genesis [7]. The CCN proteins have been recently also

implicated in carcinogenesis [7,22–26]. It is not well under-

stood, however, how the functions of the CCN proteins in

development relate to their role in cancer. Moreover, their

expression during tumorigenesis cannot be generalized

across different tissue types. This may be due to tissue-

specific functions of the CCN proteins, perhaps mediated by

their multimodular structure and the presence of different

affinities for binding partners and ligands in different tissues

[7]. The presence of different receptors and differential

processing of the CCN proteins (e.g., cleavage by pro-

teases) may account also for their diverse functions in

different tissues. In this paper, we focused on determining

whether WISP3 is secreted into the conditioned media and

its relationship to IGF signaling pathways.

Analysis of the protein sequence of WISP3 revealed that

it contains a signal peptide at the N-terminal region that may

participate in the secretion of the protein into the extracellular

media [7–9]. Indeed, by Western blot, using two different

specific antibodies, we were able to detect WISP3 protein in

the conditioned media of SUM149 and HEK293 cells trans-

fected with WISP3. Furthermore, consistent with these

results, by immunohistochemical analysis, WISP3 protein

was detected in the secretions accumulated in the lumens of

ducts and lobules in normal breast tissues. The fact that

WISP3 is secreted and present in the conditioned media

(thereby alluding to its stability in solution) led us to the

hypothesis that it may directly or indirectly regulate IGF

signaling.

Although the signaling pathways that are required for

the effects of IGF-I in breast cancer have not been com-

pletely elucidated, the contribution of IGF-I– induced IGF-IR

Figure 5. WISP3 decreases IGF-I – induced phosphorylation of ERK-1/2. (A)

Western blot analysis of SUM149 cell lines bathed in WISP3+ and control

(WISP3�) conditioned media, under baseline conditions (without IGF-I) and

after stimulation with IGF-I. The expression of ERK-1/2 was detected by

Western blot using a polyclonal antibody against phosphorylated ERK-1/2.

The blot was stripped and probed with an antibody against �-actin. (B)

Relative protein levels of ERK-1/2 phosphorylation normalized using actin.

Blots were scanned and the pixel intensity measured. Results are expressed

as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. (C) Quantitation of the

differences in the percent activation of ERK-1/2. The difference in the

corrected ERK-1/2 phosphorylation under baseline conditions and after IGF-I

stimulation was calculated for each cell line. Results were normalized using

the difference in ERK-1/2 phosphorylation in the absence of IGF-I stimulation

as reference. WISP3-rich conditioned media ameliorated the phosphorylation

of ERK 1 and ERK 2 induced by IGF-I stimulation (t test, P < .05).

Figure 6. WISP3 decreases the growth of IBC cells. The growth of SUM149

cells was measured in the absence (WISP3�) and presence of WISP3

(WISP3+) in the conditioned media under baseline conditions (no IGF-I) and

after IGF-I stimulation by an MTT assay. SUM149 cells were grown in 96-well

plates at a density of 5 � 104 cells/ml. Serum-starved cells were incubated

for 24 hours in the WISP3 and control conditioned media, with or without

IGF-I stimulation. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM of three

independent experiments. WISP3+ conditioned media decreases significantly

the growth of SUM149 cells (t test, P < .05 for both clones).
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activation appears to be critical in hormone-dependent and

-independent breast cancer [27–30]. IGF-I is locally re-

leased by breast cancer cells and stromal fibroblasts, and

it is involved in autocrine and paracrine stimulation of the

mammary epithelium [31]. In breast cancer cells, when IGF-I

binds IGF-IR, signaling occurs mainly through activation of

IRS-1 and RAS-dependent phosphorylation of MAP kinase

with subsequent activation of nuclear transcription factors

[32,33]. IGF-I signaling promotes cell growth, survival, and

motility of breast cancer cells, as well as resistance to

therapeutic interventions [10–12,14–18]. We hypothesized

that expression of WISP3 could result in a series of molec-

ular events that leads to the modulation of IGF-IR activation

and downstream signaling. Contributing to this hypothesis is

the fact that we have shown that WISP3 is secreted into the

media where it has the opportunity to directly or indirectly

modulate the strength of IGF signaling. Indeed, in the

presence of IGF-I, WISP3 containing conditioned media

decreased IGF-IR phosphorylation and the phosphorylation

of two main downstream IGF-IR signaling molecules, IRS1

and ERK-1/2. This inhibition was not evident under baseline

conditions, without stimulation with IGF-I. Our experiments

thus show that even relatively small concentrations of

WISP3 secreted by WISP3-transfected cells are able to

modulate, directly or indirectly, IGF-I signaling in the setting

of IGF-I stimulation.

A major growth-regulatory IGF-IR downstream pathway

that regulates breast cancer growth and survival converges

on ERK-1/2 cascade [34]. We observed a decrease in ERK-

1/2 phosphorylation by addition of WISP3 containing condi-

tioned media in the presence of IGF-I stimulation. ERK-1/2

influence chromatin remodeling and activation of gene ex-

pression, leading to enhanced cellular proliferation and

decreased apoptosis [35–37]. Specifically, ERK-1/2 have

been shown to activate the transcription of key genes

involved in cell cycle progression including cyclin D1 and

cyclin E. We have shown previously that restoration of

WISP3 expression in the highly malignant SUM149 IBC cell

line markedly decreased the levels of cyclin E and PCNA, a

reliable marker of cellular proliferation [6].

The mechanism whereby WISP3 may modulate IGF-IR

activation in the presence of IGF-I remains to be elucidated.

WISP3 contains a highly conserved motif (GCGCCXXC)

characteristic of IGFBPs, which may provide the proper

protein folding to interact with IGF-like ligands, thereby

enabling interference with IGF signaling. Although initial

studies reported that two other CCN proteins, CTGF (CTGF)

and Nov, specifically bind to IGF-I [38,39], these results

have not been subsequently built on and they remain to

be duplicated by other investigators. Whether WISP3

physically binds to IGF-I warrants further investigation, in

light of out data.

Another mechanism that may explain the modulation of

IGF-IR phosphorylation by WISP3-containing conditioned

media is the formation of a WISP3/IGF-I complex that may

bind to the IGF-IR and occupy IGF binding sites, but the

complex may be either inhibitory or may be only a weak

agonist of the receptor. In another system [40], this hypoth-

esis is supported by recent data showing that IGF-I can still

freely bind to the receptor even when complexed to a trun-

cated N-terminal fragment of IGF-binding protein 5 (mini-

IGFBP5); interestingly, the N-terminal portion of IGFBP5 has

high homology to the N-terminal portion of WISP3. Mini-

IGFBP5 binding to IGF-I resulted in incomplete inhibition of

receptor binding [40]. In a similar manner, a WISP3/IGF-I

complex might still bind to the IGF-IR but exert only a weak

agonist effect, effectively resulting in physiologic antagonism

of IGF-I action under conditions of high IGF-I stimulation.

WISP3-rich conditioned media was able to significantly

decrease the proliferation rate of IBC cells. The fact that this

effect was seen both in the presence and absence of IGF-I

simulation suggests that, in addition to interfering with

IGF-I signaling pathways, WISP3 may have IGF-indepen-

dent functions in IBC. In sum, we show that WISP3 is a

secreted protein that modulates IGF-I signaling pathways,

leading to a decrease in the growth of IBC cells.
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Summary

Background. There is a need for reliable predictors of breast cancer aggressiveness that will further refine the staging
classification and help guide the implementation of novel therapies. We have identified RhoC as being nearly always
overexpressed in the most aggressive form of breast cancer, inflammatory breast cancer (IBC); in subsequent work
we identified RhoC to be a promising marker of aggressive behavior in breast cancers less than 1 cm in diameter.
We hypothesized that RhoC expression would identify aggressive, non-IBC tumors breast cancer patients at any
stage with worse outcomes defined as recurrence and/or metastasis.

Methods. We constructed four high-density tissue microarrays (TMAs) using 801 tissue cores from 280 patients.
These tissues represent a wide range of normal breast and breast disease, including intraductal hyperplasia, ductal
carcinoma in situ (DCIS), invasive carcinomas, and distant metastases. The TMAs were immunostained using a
polyclonal anti-RhoC antibody developed in our laboratory. Cytoplasmic RhoC expression was scored as negative,
weak, moderate, or strong by a previously validated scoring schema.

Results. RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression. All samples of normal breast epithelium had
negative to weak staining, whereas staining intensity increased in hyperplasia, DCIS, invasive carcinoma, and
metastases (Kruskal–Wallis p < 0.001). In patients with invasive carcinoma, high RhoC expression was associated
with features of aggressive behavior including high histologic grade, positive lymph nodes, and negative hormonal
receptor status. High RhoC expression was a predictor of overall survival in patients with breast cancer (log rank
test, p = 0.002) and was associated with 100% increase in the risk of death as compared to patients with low RhoC
expression. Importantly, high RhoC was an independent predictor of poor response to doxorubicin-based che-
motherapy with a hazard ratio of 3.1 and a 95% CI of 1.2–7.7 (p = 0.02).

Conclusion. RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression and RhoC protein level in tumor tissue is
strongly associated with biologically aggressive invasive carcinomas of the breast. RhoC expression, if validated,
may identify patients who are less likely benefit from doxorubicin therapy and suggests RhoC overexpression as a
new target for intervention.

Introduction

Breast cancer remains the second most common cause of
cancer related deaths for women in the United States [1].
With the most advanced current treatment options, it is
a fact that once patients develop distant metastases, they
succumb to the disease [2]. The most important prog-
nostic indicators in breast cancer that are in current use
in the clinic are components of the staging system, such
as primary tumor size and the presence of lymph node
metastases [3]. Although these parameters are the most
powerful prognostic factors available, they are not as
precise as desired in predicting which tumors will recur
locally and/or metastasize distally [4]. There are small
invasive carcinomas that follow an aggressive clinical

course and large tumors that do not recur or metasta-
size. Approximately one-third of women with
node-negative breast cancer experience recurrences,
whereas approximately one-third of patients with posi-
tive lymph nodes are free of disease 10 years after the
primary tumor diagnosis. In addition to size and lymph
nodes, other morphologic features, such as histological
grade, vascular invasion, and molecular markers have
been investigated for their potential to predict outcome,
but in general, they have had limited value so far [4–6].
These data highlight the need for more sensitive and
specific markers of aggressive behavior.

Through a modified version of the differential display
technique and in situ hybridization of breast tissues, we
previously identified RhoC, a gene involved in cell
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polarity and motility, as being overexpressed in the most
lethal form of locally advanced breast cancers, inflam-
matory breast cancer (IBC) [7]. We demonstrated that
RhoC functions as a transforming oncogene for human
mammary epithelial cells giving rise to a highly motile
and invasive phenotype [8,9]. Invasive breast carcinomas
that developed metastases exhibited higher levels of
RhoC protein than invasive carcinomas that did not
metastasize [10]. This body of work led us to hypothe-
size that RhoC overexpression may occur early in breast
cancer progression and that it may identify a group of
invasive, non-IBC tumors with a highly aggressive
phenotype.

Methods

Selection of patients and tissue microarray development

Breast tissues were obtained from the Surgical Pathol-
ogy files at the University of Michigan with Institutional
Review Board approval. A total of 280 cases (n = 801
tissue microarray elements) were reviewed by the study
pathologist (CGK) and arrayed in four high-density
tissue microarrays (TMAs), as previously described
[11,12]. At least three tissue cores (0.6 mm diameter)
were sampled from each block to account for tumor
heterogeneity. The TMAs contained the whole spectrum
of breast pathology, with samples of normal breast
(n = 76), intraductal hyperplasia (n = 26), ductal car-
cinoma in situ (n = 22), invasive carcinoma (n = 639),
and breast cancer metastases (n = 38). The invasive
carcinomas were obtained from 233 largely consecutive
patients (n = 639 tissue microarray elements) with
follow-up information at the University of Michigan
between 1987 and 1991. Clinical and outcome infor-
mation on the 233 patients was obtained by chart review
performed by the surgeon on the study (MSS) with IRB
approval. In our cohort of 233 breast cancer patients,
211 had follow-up information. The median duration of
follow-up was 3.6 years (range 15 days–17 years).
Clinical and pathological variables were determined
following well-established criteria. The histologic grade
was assessed according to the method described by
Elston and Ellis [13]; angiolymphatic invasion was
classified as either present or absent.

Immunohistochemical studies

Immunohistochemistry was performed on the TMAs by
using a standard biotin–avidin complex technique and a
polyclonal antibody against RhoC that was previously
validated by immunoblot and immunohistochemistry
[10]. RhoC expression was evaluated at least three times
for every tissue microarray element and at least nine
times for each tumor, using an internet based tool (TMA
Profiler, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI)
[11,14]. Using this method, the pathologist is blinded to
tumor stage and clinical information. The median value
of all measurements from a single individual was used for

subsequent analyses. As observed previously [10], RhoC
protein was strongly expressed in the cytoplasm of
myoepithelial cells and vascular smooth muscle cells,
which served as consistent internal positive controls.
Cytoplasmic RhoC expression was scored from 1 to 4 by
comparison to the positive internal controls [10,11,15].
Strong, diffuse staining was considered score = 4,
whereas moderate and low diffuse staining was scored as
3 and 2, respectively. Negative staining was scored as 1.
Based on our previous work dealing with the biological
characterization of RhoC as an oncogene, we defined
high RhoC expression when there was strong staining
(score = 4) and low RhoC expression, when staining
was negative, weak, or moderate (scores = 1–3).

Statistical analysis

The association between RhoC protein expression and
the pathologic diagnoses of the tissue microarray ele-
ment was assessed using the general estimating equation.
The ordinal expression categories for RhoC were mod-
eled using the multinomial distribution with the cumu-
lative logit link. Tissue microarray elements were
clustered by patient. The model calculates the odds of a
higher expression score versus a lower score, with the
odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals reported.

The median RhoC expression score by patient was
calculated for the subset of invasive carcinoma micro-
array elements. In instances where the calculated median
was the midpoint between expression categories, the
median was rounded to the higher category. Possible
associations between the median RhoC expression score
and clinical and pathologic features of the patient were
assessed using the cumulative-logit multinomial model.
Also called the proportional-odds model, the model
calculates the odds of a higher expression score com-
pared to a lower score across the ordinal categories of
expression. The appropriateness of the proportional-
odds assumption across categories was tested using the
v2 score test. The odds ratio and 95% confidence inter-
vals are reported.

Overall survival time, time to breast cancer specific
mortality, and time to treatment failure were calculated
from the date of surgery until the subjects’ date of death,
date of death due to breast cancer, or the date of diag-
nosed treatment failure, respectively. Patients experi-
encing competing events were censored at the date of the
competing event. For example, for calculations of breast
cancer specific mortality, patients dying from other
causes were censored on that date. Treatment failures
included the diagnosis of local recurrence and the
development of regional and distant metastases. Patients
not experiencing any failure events were censored on
their last date of follow-up or date of death. The ana-
lyzable sample included those patients with primary
invasive tumor specimens arrayed for whom clinical
follow-up data were available (N = 211).

Univariate associations between time-to-event end-
points and the clinical and pathologic characteristics,
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which included median RhoC expression, were assessed
using the log-rank test statistic. The probability of
events was estimated using the product-limit method of
Kaplan and Meier. Multivariate associations were
modeled using Cox proportional hazards regression.
Clinical and pathologic characteristics with univariate
log-rank test statistics with p-values less than 10% were
included in multivariate models. The most parsimonious
multivariate models were constructed using backward,
stepwise elimination, with a p-value less than or equal to
5% necessary for a covariate to be retained. Hazard
ratios and 95% confidence intervals are reported.

Results

RhoC protein expression is elevated in breast cancer

On the basis of our previous work characterizing RhoC
as an oncogene in IBC and its protein expression in
breast tissues, we sought to determine whether RhoC is
upregulated as breast cancer develops. To this end, we

evaluated the expression of RhoC protein in a wide
range of breast tissues (280 cases, n = 801 tissue
microarray elements) by immunohistochemistry, to
characterize its expression in situ. RhoC expression was
observed mainly in the cytoplasm (Figure 1(a)), consis-
tent with our previous observations [10]. Invasive breast
carcinomas that expressed high levels of RhoC and
those that expressed low levels of RhoC were readily
apparent. RhoC protein levels were elevated in invasive
carcinoma when compared to normal, intraductal
hyperplasia, and DCIS (Table 1 and Figure 1). The
odds of a higher RhoC expression levels were 2 times, 8
times, 12 times, and 8 times higher than normal epi-
thelium, for intraductal hyperplasia, DCIS, invasive
carcinoma, and metastatic deposits, respectively
(Table 2).

Elevated RhoC expression is associated with aggressive
breast cancer and poor prognosis

By using our breast cancer tissue microarray data, we
evaluated the clinical pathological associations of RhoC

Figure 1. RhoC protein expression increases with breast cancer progression. (a) Tissue microarray samples of a normal breast lobule (1) and

intraductal hyperplasia (2) with negative and weak RhoC expression. Ductal carcinoma in situ with comedo-necrosis (3) and invasive ductal

carcinoma (4) with moderate and high RhoC expression, respectively. High power magnification of an invasive ductal carcinoma showing

cytoplasmic accumulation of RhoC protein (5) Metastatic breast carcinoma in bone (6) with high expression of RhoC. (b) Mean RhoC expression

increases with the severity of the diagnosis. Original magnification 40· and 100·.
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protein levels in breast cancer. In our cohort of 233
breast cancer patients (n = 801 samples), 211 had
follow-up information. The median age of the study
population was 58 years (range 28–99 years). The clin-
ical and pathological characteristics of the patients are
summarized in Table 3. The breakdown of treatment
modalities in this group of patients is summarized in
Table 4. Ninety-three patients (44.1%) received chemo-
therapy following surgery. In 90 of 93 patients (97%) the
treatment consisted of a doxorubicin and cyclophos-
phamide combination regimen, with the remaining three
patients receiving taxol alone.

After a median follow-up of 3.6 years (range: 15
days–17 years), 42 of the 226 patients (18.6%) died of
breast cancer. The 5- and 10-year disease specific sur-
vival rates for the entire cohort of patients were 60% and
38%, respectively.

High RhoC expression was present in a subset of
invasive carcinomas (13 of 211, 6.2%). The association
between RhoC protein levels and clinical characteristics
is shown on Table 5. RhoC expression was strongly
associated with the presence of positive axillary lymph
nodes (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.0026), one of the
strongest known predictors of survival. High RhoC
expression was also associated with increasing histologic
tumor grade (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.016), a measure
of the degree of tumor differentiation and poor prog-
nostic indicator. Grade II and III tumors were three and
six times more likely to have a high RhoC expression
when compared to grade I tumors, respectively. High
RhoC expression was associated with negative estrogen
receptor status (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.033) and
negative progesterone receptor status (Fisher’s exact
test, p = 0.004). Notably, despite the small number of
tumors, RhoC overexpression was strongly associated

with features of poor outcome in patients with breast
cancer.

We next investigated the prognostic value of RhoC
protein expression by interrogating the dataset about its
prediction of aspects of the outcome in patients with
newly diagnosed breast cancer. As expected, at the
univariate level, the stage of disease, lymph node status,
and histological tumor grade were associated with
overall and disease-specific survival (Tables 6 and 7).
Hormone receptor status was inversely associated with
outcome. We found a strong and consistent association
between RhoC protein levels and overall patient out-
come. Higher RhoC protein levels were associated with
all the important clinical outcomes that comprise �poor
prognosis’: shorter disease-free interval after initial
surgical treatment, lower overall survival, and a high
probability of breast cancer-specific death (Figure 2).
The 10-year overall survival for patients with tumors
expressing high RhoC levels was 23% and by contrast to
53% for low levels of RhoC (log rank, p = 0.002, Fig-
ure 2b).

The best multivariable model predictive of overall
survival included tumor stage, negative PR, the presence
of vascular invasion, and treatment with radiotherapy,
chemotherapy and tamoxifen (Table 8). High RhoC
expression was a marginally significant independent
predictor of outcome. Patients with high RhoC levels
had a 100% higher risk of death when compared to
patients with low RhoC expression (hazard ratio 2, 95%
CI 1.0–4.1, p = 0.067).

RhoC is a promising predictive factor of response
to doxorubicin-based chemotherapy

In our cohort of 211 breast cancer patients, 93 (44.1%)
received adjuvant chemotherapy consisting in 90 of the
93 patients of a doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide
combination regimen (Table 4). We sought to determine
whether RhoC expression could predict survival in
chemotherapy treated patients. Tumor stage, positive
lymph node status, estrogen and progesterone receptor
status, lymphovascular invasion, tamoxifen use, and
median RhoC expression all had significant univariate
associations with survival for chemotherapy treated
patients. The multivariate model indicates that median
RhoC expression was found to be independently

Table 1. Frequency of RhoC protein expression in breast tissue samples as determined by immunohistochemistry

Breast tissue Cores Staining intensity, n (%) Mean intensity

1 2 3 4

Normal epithelium 76 58 (76) 16 (21) 2 (3) 0 1.26

Intraductal hyperplasia 26 14 (54) 11 (42) 1 (4) 0 1.50

Ductal carcinoma in situ 22 6 (27) 9 (41) 7 (32) 0 2.05

Invasive carcinoma 639 140 (22) 249 (39) 203 (32) 47 (7) 2.25

Metastasis 38 12 (32) 13 (34) 13 (34) 0 2.03

Total 801 2.11

Table 2. Odds of higher RhoC expression according to the tissue

diagnosis

Diagnosis Odds ratio 95% CI p-Value

Normal epithelium 1.00

Intraductal hyperplasia 2.46 1.01–6.00 0.0487

Ductal carcinoma in situ 8.41 3.35–21.14 <0.0001

Invasive carcinoma 12.16 7.00–21.14 <0.0001

Metastasis 8.03 3.64–17.70 <0.0001
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associated with overall survival following chemother-
apy, with a hazard ratio of 3.1 and a 95% CI of 1.2–7.7
(p = 0.0176) (Table 9).

Discussion

In this study based on unselected patients with primary
invasive carcinomas of the breast treated by standard of
care at our institution between 1987 and 1991, we tested
the hypothesis that RhoC protein levels are associated
with highly aggressive breast cancer. Furthermore, we
examined the expression of RhoC in the whole spectrum
of breast tissues, ranging from normal breast, intra-
ductal hyperplasia, ductal carcinoma in situ, invasive
carcinomas, and breast cancer metastases. We found
that a high level (4+) of RhoC protein is present only in
invasive carcinomas and not present in normal breast
epithelium, hyperplasia, or ductal carcinoma in situ.
RhoC protein expression increased steadily from normal
breast, to fibrocystic changes, to DCIS, and inva-
sive carcinomas. The strongest RhoC expression was
observed in locally advanced breast cancer and in

Table 4. Treatment characteristics of the patients with invasive carci-

nomas (N = 211)

Characteristics N (%)�

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy

Yes 17 (8.1)

No 192 (91.0)

Unknown 2 (0.9)

Surgery type

Mastectomy 132 (62.6)

Lumpectomy 74 (35.1)

None/Unknown 5 (2.4)

Adjuvant chemotherapy

Yes 93 (44.1)

No 108 (51.2)

Unknown 10 (4.7)

Adjuvant radiotherapy

Yes 95 (45.0)

No 104 (49.3)

Unknown 12 (5.7)

Tamoxifen therapy

Yes 96 (45.5)

No 99 (46.9)

Unknown 16 (7.6)

Table 3. Clinico-pathologic characteristics of the 211 patients with

invasive carcinomas

Characteristics N (%)�

Race

White 172 (81.5)

Black 26 (12.3)

Other/Unknown 13 (6.2)

Menopause status

Pre 43 (20.4)

Peri 19 (9.0)

Post 129 (61.1)

Unknown 20 (9.5)

Breast cancer type

Ductal 149 (70.6)

Lobular 19 (9.0)

Ductal and Lobular 9 (4.3)

Other/Unknown 34 (16.1)

Tumor stage

I 65 (30.8)

II 72 (34.1)

III 47 (22.3)

IV 5 (2.4)

Unknown 22 (10.4)

Tumor size (cm)

£ 2 109 (51.7)

>2 85 (40.3)

Unknown 17 (8.0)

Tumor grade

I 24 (11.4)

II 92 (43.6)

III 77 (36.5)

Unknown 18 (8.5)

Estrogen receptor

Positive 137 (64.9)

Negative 68 (32.2)

Unknown 6 (2.8)

Progesterone receptor

Positive 113 (53.6)

Negative 92 (43.6)

Unknown 6 (2.8)

Her2/Neu status

Positive over expressed 36 (17.7)

Negative not over expressed 165 (77.6)

Unknown 10 (4.7)

Lymphovascular invasion

Present 61 (28.9)

Absent 147 (69.7)

Unknown 3 (1.4)

Lymph nodes

Negative 92 (43.6)

1–3 positive nodes 46 (21.8)

>4 positive nodes 39 (18.5)

Unknown 34 (16.1)

Table 3. Continued

Characteristics N (%)�

Median RhoC expression

1 33 (15.6)

2 94 (44.6)

3 71 (33.7)

4 13 (6.2)
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metastatic breast cancer. These findings suggest that
accumulation of RhoC protein is an early and progres-
sive event in the development of breast cancer, thereby
justifying efforts aimed at developing novel therapeutic
interventions that may prevent the increase in RhoC
protein expression.

In the group of patients with invasive carcinomas,
very high RhoC expression occurred in a small subset
(13 of 211, 6.2%). However, those patients with high
levels of RhoC protein in the tumor cells had uni-
formly a worse outcome than patients with low RhoC
expression, despite of aggressive multimodality treat-
ment. Consistently, high RhoC expression was associ-
ated with positive lymph nodes, higher histologic
grade, and with negative ER and PR protein expres-
sion, all known markers of more aggressive disease.
Patients with high RhoC expression had a 5- and
10-year overall survival of 57.5% and 23%, respectively,
in contrast to patients with low RhoC expression, who
had a 5- and 10-year overall survival of 70.5% and
53%, respectively (log rank test, p = 0.002). In the
multivariable Cox regression analysis, patients with
high RhoC levels had 100% increase in the risk of

death as compared to patients with low RhoC levels
(hazard ratio of 2, 95% CI of 1–4.1, p = 0.067). This
suggests that RhoC overexpression is a specific alter-
ation that occurs infrequently in early breast ancer, but
when present, it signals a biologically aggressive tumor
phenotype with high likelihood of recurrence and poor
survival despite different treatment interventions. We
suggest that this finding is clinically highly relevant
and, if further validated, it may be the basis of a new
clinically applicable test.

Notably, when we analyzed the predictive value of
RhoC in a group of breast cancer patients treated
uniformly with a combination regimen of doxorubicin
and cyclophosphamide, high RhoC levels were inde-
pendently associated with overall survival after che-
motherapy. Although the number of patients with high
RhoC expression is low overall, our data suggest that
RhoC may identify a small group of patients who have
a poor survival despite doxorubicin-based chemother-
apy. This is clinically relevant because, if further vali-
dated in a larger cohort of uniformly treated patients,
it may identify patients who might benefit from other
chemotherapeutic agents or alternative molecular

Table 5. Association of RhoC expression with other clinical and pathologic features

Characteristic: Fisher’s exact

p-value

Median RhoC Staining Intensity, N (%)

1 2 3 4

Tumor stage: 0.8520

1 11 (33.3) 33 (35.1) 17 (23.9) 4 (30.8)

2 10 (30.3) 29 (30.9) 29 (40.9) 4 (30.8)

3 9 (27.3) 17 (18.1) 17 (23.9) 4 (30.8)

4 0 3 (3.2) 2 (2.8) 0

Tumor size (cm): 0.5792

£ 2 11 (33.3) 38 (40.4) 32 (45.1) 4 (30.8)

>2 19 (57.6) 51 (54.3) 32 (45.1) 7 (53.9)

Tumor grade: 0.0166

I 8 (24.2) 13 (13.8) 3 (4.2) 0

II 14 (42.4) 43 (45.7) 31 (43.7) 4 (30.8)

III 9 (27.3) 29 (30.9) 30 (42.3) 9 (69.2)

Positive lymph nodes: 0.0026

Zero 16 (48.5) 45 (47.9) 26 (36.6) 5 (38.5)

1–3 4 (12.1) 19 (20.2) 21 (29.6) 2 (15.4)

4+ 9 (27.3) 10 (10.6) 16 (22.5) 4 (30.8)

Lymphovascular invasion: 0.6962

Present 10 (30.3) 23 (24.5) 22 (31.0) 6 (46.2)

Absent 23 (69.7) 69 (73.4) 48 (67.6) 7 (53.9)

Estrogen receptor: 0.0336

Positive 23 (69.7) 65 (69.2) 46 (64.8) 3 (23.1)

Negative 10 (30.3) 26 (27.7) 22 (31.0) 10 (76.9)

Progesterone receptor: 0.0043

Positive 22 (66.7) 55 (58.5) 35 (49.3) 1 (7.7)

Negative 11 (33.3) 35 (37.2) 34 (47.9) 12 (92.3)

Her2/Neu expression: 0.6965

Positive 4 (12.1) 15 (15.9) 15 (21.1) 2 (15.4)

Negative 29 (87.9) 73 (77.6) 52 (73.2) 11 (84.6)
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therapies. More research is needed in this direction to
further define the prognostic utility of RhoC.

The clinical significance of elevated RhoC protein in
breast cancer is linked to and completely consistent with
its biological functions. RhoC is a ras homology gene,
with highly conserved motifs and shares a high degree of
homology to RhoA, another member of the family
[16–18]. Rho proteins in general, and RhoC and RhoA in
particular, are involved in cytoskeletal reorganization,
specifically in the formation of actin stress fibers and
focal adhesion contacts [16–18]. When immortalized
human mammary epithelial cells are transfected
with RhoC, they undergo a striking change in the
cytoplasmic shape and they become motile and invasive
[9]. In our laboratory, we discovered the strong link be-
tween RhoC overexpression and inflammatory breast
cancer, the most aggressive form of locally advanced
breast cancer known [7–9,19]. Thus, it is not surprising
that RhoC overexpression occurs in a small group of
biologically aggressive non-IBC tumors with high pro-
pensity to recur and metastasize and which respond
poorly to doxorubicin-based adjuvant treatment.

Recently, Rho proteins have been implicated in breast
tubulogenesis and differentiation, probably through reg-

ulation of cell contractility [20]. Our descriptive obser-
vations support this notion since RhoC protein levels
increased with decreasing differentiation of the invasive
carcinomas. For example, well-differentiated invasive
carcinomas with prominent tubule formation, monoto-
nous appearing cells, and rare mitoses expressed little or
no RhoC protein whereas poorly differentiated carcino-
mas that grew in disorganized sheets of pleomorphic
malignant cells and exhibited a brisk mitotic activity ex-
pressed high levels of RhoC protein.

Since our initial reports of RhoC overexpression in
breast cancer our findings have been supported by other
investigations. RhoC overexpression has been found
in malignancies derived from different cell lineages
including non-small cell lung carcinoma, hepatocellular
carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma, melanoma, pancreatic
carcinoma, and gastric carcinoma [7,10,21–29]. In these
malignancies, RhoC has been implicated in neoplastic
transformation, progression, invasion, and metastases.
Taken together, these data suggest that RhoC may be
involved in a global, rather than a tissue type specific
mechanism of tumor progression.

Rho proteins are prenylated in order to exert
their functions and to localize appropriately to the sub

Table 6. Univariate analysis of overall survival

Characteristic 5-year 10-year Log-rank p-value

Estimate 95% CI Estimate 95% CI

Tumor stage <0.0001

1 83.5 73.5–93.5 71.8 59.0–84.6

2 78.2 68.0–88.4 53.2 40.0–66.4

3 or 4 47.5 33.3–61.5 33.3 19.0–47.8

Estrogen receptor 0.0078

Positive 75.0 66.9–83.0 55.8 45.9–65.7

Negative 57.0 44.7–62.3 39.4 26.6–52.2

Progesterone 0.0001

Positive 80.1 71.9–88.3 62.4 51.7–73.0

Negative 57.0 46.3–67.7 37.4 26.2–48.5

Lymphovascular invasion 0.0080

Absent 74.1 66.2–82.0 59.4 50.1–68.8

Present 59.9 47.4–72.3 34.7 21.6–47.9

Tumor grade 0.0245

I/II 78.1 69.9–86.4 58.8 48.2–69.3

III 60.2 48.9–71.5 42.0 30.1–54.0

Positive lymph nodes 0.0010

Zero 82.4 73.9–90.9 66.5 55.3–77.7

1–3 78.1 65.3–90.8 56.3 39.7–72.9

4+ 53.7 37.3–70.0 37.4 19.8–54.9

Tamoxifen use 0.0447

Yes 83.4 75.4–91.5 61.1 49.4–72.7

No 62.0 52.1–71.9 45.1 34.5–55.8

Median RhoC expression

1 80.8 65.1–96.5 58.0 35.9–80.1 0.0209

2 69.3 59.6–79.1 48.5 37.4–59.7

3 67.6 55.8–79.5 56.9 43.7–70.1

Low (1, 2, or 3) 70.5 63.7–77.3 52.9 44.9–60.9

High (4) 57.5 28.9–86.1 23.0 0.0–50.2
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Table 7. Univariate analysis of disease free survival

Characteristic 5-year 10-year Log-rank p-value

Estimate 95% CI Estimate 95% CI

Tumor stage <0.0001

1 96.1 90.8–100 90.6 81.8–100

2 85.7 77.0–94.4 67.3 54.0–80.5

3 or 4 59.4 44.3–74.4 48.2 31.5–64.9

Tumor size (cm)

£ 2 90.0 83.2–96.7 81.1 71.5–90.7 0.0500

>2 74.3 64.3–84.3 66.5 55.0–78.1

Tumor grade 0.0500

I/II 90.6 84.7–96.6 77.8 68.1–87.5

III 69.3 58.3–80.3 59.5 47.2–71.9

Positive lymph nodes <0.0001

Zero 93.5 87.9–99.0 86.0 77.3–94.7

1–3 82.3 70.4–94.3 67.8 51.5–84.2

4+ 62.0 45.4–78.6 46.5 26.9–66.1

Estrogen receptor 0.0041

Positive 86.6 80.1–93.0 74.5 65.4–83.7

Negative 64.9 52.4–77.3 54.4 40.4–68.6

Progesterone 0.0003

Positive 92.4 86.9–97.9 79.4 69.8–89.1

Negative 65.1 54.3–75.8 55.2 43.1–67.4

Lymphovascular invasion <0.0001

Absent 87.0 80.8–93.3 79.3 71.0–87.5

Present 64.4 51.8–76.9 47.3 32.8–61.8

Tamoxifen use 0.0121

Yes 87.8 80.7–95.0 80.9 71.6–90.2

No 74.9 65.8–84.1 60.2 48.9–71.6

Median RhoC expression 0.0736

1 92.1 83.1–100 72.7 51.4–94.0

2 80.2 71.4–89.0 72.8 62.2–83.4

3 78.7 68.3–89.1 68.6 55.7–81.6

Low (1, 2, or 3) 81.5 75.5–87.4 71.6 63.9–79.2

High (4) 64.7 36.2–93.2 32.4 0.0–67.1

Figure 2. RhoC protein expression is associated with survival in patients with breast cancer. (a) Tissue microarray elements containing repre-

sentative invasive carcinomas with negative (1), weak (2), moderate (3), and strong (4) RhoC staining intensities. Original magnification 40·. (b)
High RhoC expression in invasive carcinomas is associated with worse overall, disease-free, and survival following doxorubicin and

cyclophosphamide treatment.
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cytoplasmic membrane space [30–34]. Prenylation can
be inhibited by farnesyl transferase inhibitors (FTIs)
and FTIs are effective in modulating tumor growth in
ras-transformed tumor cells [35–39]. Our group has
previously found that FTIs were able to reverse of the
RhoC-induced phenotype (even though RhoC is not
itself farnesylated), manifested by a significant decrease
in anchorage-independent growth, motility, and inva-
sion [39]. Thus, we suggested that FTIs may be useful
therapeutic compounds in RhoC overexpressing tumors.
Another potentially useful strategy against RhoC phe-
notypes is represented by the HMGCoA (3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl-CoA) reductase inhibitors (statins). In
particular, atorvastatin has been clearly shown to inhibit
RhoC driven phenotypes in melanoma cells [40].

In summary, we discovered that RhoC expression
increases with breast cancer progression and that it is
associated with markers of aggressive disease and poor
survival. Importantly, we found that RhoC overex-
pression is a negative predictor of response to doxoru-
bicin and cyclophosphamide. This work supports that
RhoC may have a role in the genesis of a highly
aggressive doxorubicin resistant breast cancer pheno-
type. Our finding that RhoC overexpression is an
infrequent and specific marker of aggressive breast
cancer with poor outcome despite treatment may have
important clinical implications. Specifically, RhoC
detection at the time of primary tumor diagnosis may, in
the future, aid clinicians in guiding treatment and paves
the way to the development of targeted treatments.
While our results are promising, RhoC expression needs
to be validated in relationship to outcome in the context
of cohorts treated in controlled clinical trials where all
patients are treated uniformly. If confirmed, application
of RhoC immunohistochemical analysis would be
technically straightforward and feasible.
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Abstract

Introduction CCN6/WISP3 belongs to the CCN (Cyr61,
CTGF, Nov) family of genes that contains a conserved insulin-
like growth factor (IGF) binding protein motif. CCN6 is a
secreted protein lost in 80% of the aggressive inflammatory
breast cancers, and can decrease mammary tumor growth in
vitro and in vivo. We hypothesized that inhibition of CCN6 might
result in the loss of a growth regulatory function that protects
mammary epithelial cells from the tumorigenic effects of growth
factors, particularly IGF-1.

Method We treated human mammary epithelial (HME) cells with
a CCN6 hairpin short interfering RNA.

Results CCN6-deficient cells showed increased motility and
invasiveness, and developed features of epithelial-mesenchymal
transition (EMT). Inhibition of CCN6 expression promoted
anchorage-independent growth of HME cells and rendered
them more responsive to the growth effects of IGF-1, which was
coupled with the increased phosphorylation of IGF-1 receptor
and insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1).

Conclusion Specific stable inhibition of CCN6 expression in
HME cells induces EMT, promotes anchorage-independent
growth, motility and invasiveness, and sensitizes mammary
epithelial cells to the growth effects of IGF-1.

Introduction
Wnt-1-induced secreted protein 3 (CCN6/WISP3) is a
cysteine-rich protein that belongs to the CCN (Cyr61, CTGF,
Nov) family of genes, which also contains five other members:
CCN1 (connective tissue growth factor or CTGF), CCN2
(Cyr61), CCN3 (Nov), CCN4 (WISP1) and CCN5 (WISP2)
[1-3]. CCN4, the first cloned member of the WISP proteins
was discovered because it was upregulated in the mouse
mammary epithelial cell line C57MG transformed by Wnt-1
[2]. CCN6 shares high sequence homology to CCN4,
although there is no evidence that CCN6 is induced by Wnt-
1 signaling [2]. CCN growth factors are mostly secreted and
extracellular matrix-associated proteins that regulate important
functions including cellular differentiation and development,
cell proliferation, survival, angiogenesis, cell migration and

adhesion [2-6]. CCN proteins interact with key signaling mol-
ecules such as cell surface integrins, NOTCH1, fibulin C,
S100A4, and ion channels [7-12].

CCN proteins contain an N-terminal secretory signal, followed
by four distinct motifs with homology to insulin-like growth fac-
tor (IGF)-binding protein; von Willebrand factor type C; throm-
bospondin 1 (TSP1); and a C-terminal region with heparin-
binding motifs and sequence similarities to the C termini of von
Willebrand factor and mucins, the latter also being present in
other growth factors such as transforming growth factor-β,
platelet-derived growth factor, and nerve growth factor [1,2,9].
It is becoming increasingly evident that CCN proteins function
in a cell-type-specific and tissue-type-specific manner. For
example, increased expression of CCN3 (Nov) was correlated
R1080

bp = base pair; EGF = epidermal growth factor; EMT = epithelial-mesenchymal transition; FBS = fetal bovine serum; HME = human mammary epi-
thelial; IGF = insulin-like growth factor; IGF-1R = insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor; MTT = 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium 
bromide; RT-PCR = reverse transcriptase-mediated polymerase chain reaction; siRNA = short interfering RNA.
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with reduced tumorigenicity in glioma, choriocarcinoma, and
Ewing's sarcoma cell lines [13-16]. However, increased
expression of CCN3 was associated with enhanced tumor
growth in renal cell carcinomas [17]. CCN2 (Cyr61) stimu-
lates the growth of breast and gastric adenocarcinomas
[18,19], whereas its expression is downregulated in non-small
cell lung cancer, in which CCN2 suppressed the growth of
NSCLC cells by triggering a signal transduction pathway
through β-catenin [20,21]. These data suggest that two mem-
bers of the CCN family, CCN2 and CCN3, behave under cer-
tain circumstances as oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes
in different tissue types (reviewed in [12,22]).

CCN6 maps to chromosome 6q21-22, a locus that displays
high rates of loss of heterozygosity in breast cancer [23,24].
We have previously reported that CCN6 is lost in the majority
of inflammatory breast cancers, a highly aggressive and meta-
static form of breast cancer [25]. Restoration of CCN6 expres-
sion in inflammatory breast cancer cells results in growth
inhibition in vitro and in vivo [6,26]. After synthesis, CCN6
protein is secreted and is able to modulate the effects of IGF-
1 on IGF-1 receptor (IGF-1R) activation and its signaling path-
ways [27]. Here we investigate the function of CCN6 in the
normal breast epithelium. We show that inhibition of CCN6
expression in human mammary epithelial cells strongly induces
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and leads to a highly
motile and invasive phenotype. CCN6 loss promotes anchor-
age-independent growth in breast epithelial cells and
increases cell proliferation, which is mechanistically driven, at
least in part, by enhancement of the growth effects of IGF-1
and the activation of IGF-1R signaling pathways.

Materials and methods
Cell culture
Human mammary epithelial (HME) cells were immortalized
with human papilloma virus E6/E7 and were characterized as
being positive for keratin 19 [6,28]. Cells were cultured in
Ham's F-12 medium supplemented with 5% fetal bovine
serum (FBS), hydrocortisone (1 µg/ml), insulin (5 µg/ml), epi-
dermal growth factor (EGF; 10 ng/ml), cholera toxin (100 µg/
ml), fungizone (2.5 µg/ml) and gentamycin (5 µg/ml), at 37°C
under 10% CO2.

Generation of stable hairpin short interfering RNA-CCN6 
HME cells
Hairpin short interfering RNA (siRNA) 5'-
GATCCCGCCAGGGGAAATCTGCAATGTTCAAGAGA-
CATTGCAGATTTCCCCTGGTTTTTTGGAAA-3' and the
complementary strand 5'-AGCTTTTCCAAAAAACCAG-
GGGAAATCTGCAATGTCTCTTGAACATTGCAGATTTC-
CCCTGGCGG-3' were synthesized (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA, USA), and annealed hairpin siRNA-CCN6 inserts were
cloned into pSilencer2.1-U6 hygro expression vector (Ambion,
Austin, TX, USA). The sequence of siRNA-CCN6 (insert in)
expression vector was confirmed by sequencing (University of

Michigan DNA Sequencing Core). HME cells were trans-
fected with pSilencer2.1-U6 negative control (siRNA-control;
Ambion) or siRNA-CCN6 plasmids by using FuGene 6 trans-
fection reagent (Roche-Boehringer Mannheim, Mannheim,
Germany). Stable transfectants were established by culturing
transfected cells in the described medium supplemented with
100 µg/ml hygromycin (Invitrogen) for 4 weeks.

RT-PCR analysis
Total RNA was isolated from HME cells and siRNA HME
clones with a Trizol kit (Life Technologies, Inc., Gaithersburg,
MD, USA). First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed by
using 1 µg of total RNA with AMV reverse transcriptase
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and oligo(dT) as a primer. A 2
µl portion of the reaction mixture was used for amplification by
PCR. The following primers were used: CCN6 forward primer
5'-ATGCAGGGGCTCCTCTTCTCC-3' and CCN6 reverse
primer 5'-CTTGAGCTCAGAAAATATATC-3' to amplify a
1,050 bp product; E-cadherin forward primer 5'-CCTTCCTC-
CCAATACATCTCCC-3' and E-cadherin reverse primer 5'-
TCTCCGCCTCCTTCTTCATC-3' to amplify a 600 bp prod-
uct. PCR was performed under the following conditions: dena-
turing for 1 minute at 94°C, annealing for 1 minute at 58°C for
CCN6 and at 65°C for E-cadherin, and elongation for 1 minute
at 72°C, for 35 cycles.

Immunofluorescence
Cells were grown on glass coverslips, fixed with methanol for
5 minutes at -20°C and then permeabilized with 0.2% Triton
X-100 for 15 minutes at room temperature 25°C. The cover-
slips were then saturated for 30 minutes with 2% bovine
serum albumin in PBS. After being washed in PBS, cells were
incubated for 1 hour with a monoclonal antibody against E-
cadherin (dilution 1:50, BD Transduction Laboratories, San
Jose, CA, USA). Cells were exposed for 1 hour to Alexa Fluor
anti-mouse Ig G (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). After
being washed with PBS three times, the coverslips were then
mounted with prolong Gold anti-fade reagent with 4',6-diamid-
ino-2-phenylindole and the borders were sealed with transpar-
ent nail polish.

Anchorage-independent growth
For studies of anchorage-independent growth we performed
soft agar assays on stable clones of HME/CCN6 siRNA and
on HME control cells. Each well of a six-well plate was first lay-
ered with 0.6% agar diluted with 5% FBS-supplemented
Ham's F-12 medium complete with growth factors. The cell
layer was then prepared by diluting agarose to concentrations
of 0.3% with 5 × 103 cells in 2.5% FBS-supplemented Ham's
F-12 (1.5 ml per well). Plates were maintained for 3 weeks at
37°C under 10% CO2. Colonies were counted under a micro-
scope with a grid. The experiment was performed three times
independently.
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Figure 1

Effect of CCN6 inhibition on the phenotype of mammary epithelial cellsEffect of CCN6 inhibition on the phenotype of mammary epithelial cells. (a) Human mammary epithelial (HME) cells were stably transfected with 
pSilencer2.1-U6 hygro expression vector expressing CCN6 hairpin siRNA. The suppression of CCN6 was confirmed by reverse transcriptase PCR 
and Western immunoblotting (WB). HME control cells express low levels of CCN6 protein. C1 and C2 (two stable HME CCN6 siRNA clones) show 
almost complete inhibition of CCN6. (b) Stable inhibition of CCN6 on HME cells results in a change from compact and oval-shaped cells to irregu-
larly shaped cells with many protruding processes. (c) E-cadherin protein and mRNA were decreased in CCN6-deficient cells. (d) By immunofluo-
rescence CCN6-deficient cells show a drastic decrease of membrane-associated E-cadherin protein. (e) Western immunoblots show that CCN6 
inhibition results in a decrease in cytokeratin and an increase in vimentin proteins. GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
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Basement membrane matrix invasion
HME/CCN6 siRNA and HME controls were trypsinized and
300 µl of 106 cells/ml in serum-free medium were seeded at
equal numbers onto the extracellular matrix layer (ECM;
Chemicon, Temecula, CA, USA). Subsequently, we added
500 µl of medium containing 5% FBS to the lower chamber.
After incubation for 24 hours, the non-invading cells and ECM
gel from the interior of the insert were removed gently with a
cotton swab. The invasive cells on the lower surface of mem-
brane were stained, air dried, and photographed. The invaded
cells were counted under the microscope. The experiment
was performed three times independently.

Random motility
Random cell motility was determined as described in the motil-
ity assay kit (Cellomics Inc., Pittsburg, PA, USA). Cells were
harvested and 500 cells per well were suspended in 2.5%
FBS medium and plated on top of a field of microscopic fluo-
rescent beads in a 96-well plate. After incubation for 16 hours,
cells were fixed and areas of clearing in the fluorescent bead
field corresponding to phagokinetic cell tracks were quantified
with an NIH ScionImager. The experiment was performed
three times independently.

Immunoprecipitation
HME cells and HME/CCN6 siRNA cells were serum-starved
for 24 hours and subsequently stimulated for 15 minutes with
25 ng/ml IGF-1. Proteins were obtained by lysing the cells in

Figure 2

Effect of CCN6 inhibition on random motility and invasionEffect of CCN6 inhibition on random motility and invasion. (a) A reconstituted basement membrane invasion chamber assay was used to investigate 
the effects of CCN6 inhibition on the invasion abilities of HME cells. Representative fields of invaded and stained cells are shown. t test *p < 0.04 vs. 
control. (b) Cell motility on a field of microscopic fluorescent beads. Representative photomicrographs show the clearing in the fluorescent bead 
field corresponding to phagokinetic cell tracks. *p < 0.005 vs. control. Experiments were performed independently three times. C1 and C2 are two 
stable CCN6 deficient clones.
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a buffer composed of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl,
1% Nonidet P40, 1 mM Na3VO4, 1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl
fluoride, 1 µg/ml leupeptin, and 10 µg/ml aprotinin. The IGF-
1R was immunoprecipitated overnight from 500 µg of cell
(protein) lysate with anti-IGF-1R monoclonal antibody (Onco-
gene, San Diego, CA, USA) at 4°C. After isolation with protein
A/G PLUS-Agarose (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz,
CA, USA), the immunocomplexes were separated by 7.5%
SDS-PAGE. The proteins were transferred to a poly(vinylidene
difluoride) membrane and subsequently detected by immuno-
blotting with anti-IGF-1R β subunit polyclonal antibody (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology). Tyrosine phosphorylation of immunopre-
cipitated IGF-1R was assessed with anti-phosphotyrosine
monoclonal antibody PY20 (Transduction Laboratories, Lex-
ington, KY, USA).

Western blot analysis
Cells were lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150
mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P40, 1 mM Na3VO4, 1 mM phenylmeth-
ylsulphonyl fluoride, 1 µg/ml leupeptin, and 10 µg/ml apro-
tinin). Cell lysates (50 µg of protein) were fractionated by
SDS-PAGE and transferred to Immobilon-P membrane (Milli-
pore, Billerica, MA, USA). The membranes were blocked for 1
hour with Tris-buffered saline containing 5% non-fat milk and
0.1% Tween 20. Immobilized proteins were probed with anti-
bodies specific for phosphorylated and total insulin receptor
substrate-1 (IRS-1; Upstate Biotechnology), E-cadherin and
vimentin monoclonal antibodies (BD Transduction Laborato-
ries) and antibodies against cytokeratin 18 (c-04, ab668,
Abcam Inc, Cambridge MA, USA). CCN6 was detected with
a polyclonal anti-CCN6 antibody developed against an immu-
nogenic peptide Ac-PEGRPGEVSDAPQRKQ-CONH2 corre-
sponding to amino acids 31 to 46 of human CCN6 with the
assistance of Covance.

IGF-1 growth assay
HME/CCN6 siRNA and HME control cells were plated in 96-
well plates at a concentration of 5 × 104 cells/ml and serum-
starved for 24 hours. Subsequently, 25 ng/ml human recom-
binant IGF-1 (Upstate Biotechnology) was added. 3-(4,5-
Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide
(MTT) reagents were added 24 hours later in accordance with
the manufacturer's protocol, and the plate was read at a wave-
length of 595 nm. The experiment was performed with tripli-
cate samples.

S-phase analysis
HME/CCN6 siRNA and HME control cells were plated at a
concentration of 5 × 104 cells/ml and serum-starved for 24
hours. Subsequently, 25 ng/ml human recombinant IGF-1
(Upstate Biotechnology) was added. Serum-starved and IGF-
1-treated HME control cells and HME/CCN6 siRNA cells
were pulsed for 2 hours with 10 µM bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU; Roche, Indianapolis, IN, USA), harvested with trypsin-
EDTA, and fixed with 70% ethanol at -20°C for at least 1 hour.

Figure 3

CCN6-deficient cells acquire anchorage-independent growth abilitiesCCN6-deficient cells acquire anchorage-independent growth abilities. 
(a) Anchorage-independent growth of human mammary epithelial sta-
ble cell lines in soft agar. The upper panels show an assay in soft agar; 
the lower panels show the colony size under a × 100 magnification of 
the same wells after 3 weeks in culture. Three independent experiments 
yielded similar results. (b) Bar graph summarizing the results of three 
independent experiments in soft agar. (c) CCN6 inhibition induced an 
increase in phosphorylation of insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor 
(IGF-1R) and insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1). C1 and C2 are two 
stable CCN6 deficient clones.
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Cells were resuspended in 2 M HCl for 20 minutes at room
temperature. After centrifugation, the cell pellets were resus-
pended in borax (pH 8.5) to neutralize any residual acid. After
brief centrifugation the pellets were washed in 1 ml PBS and
resuspended for 1 hour in fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled
anti-BrdU antibody (catalogue no. 347583; Becton Dickinson
San Jose, CA, USA) in the dark. Cells were washed in PBS,
resuspended in PBS containing propidium iodide, and ana-
lyzed for propidium iodide and BrdU staining on a Becton-
Dickinson flow cytometer with the use of Cellquest software.
The experiment was performed three times independently.

Results
Expression of CCN6 in immortalized human mammary 
epithelial cells
A CCN6-specific receptor has not yet been cloned; blockade
of the receptor is therefore not yet feasible as a means of inhib-
iting CCN6 function. Thus, to investigate the role of CCN6 in
the mammary epithelium and in breast tumorigenesis, HME
cells were treated with a CCN6 hairpin siRNA. siRNAs silence
gene expression in a sequence-specific post-translational
way; they therefore constitute a useful strategy for identifying
gene function [29].

The expression of CCN6 transcript and protein in HME con-
trols and HME cells stably transfected with CCN6 siRNA were
studied by RT-PCR and Western immunoblotting, respectively
(Fig. 1a). For subsequent experiments, two clones with CCN6
protein downregulation were selected to study the functional
consequences of CCN6 inhibition. The hairpin inhibition of
CCN6 protein levels was stable and remained stable 5 months
after transfection, as tested by Western blotting.

CCN6 inhibition is a potent inducer of EMT and triggers 
motile and invasive properties on mammary epithelial 
cells
While the parental HME cells were compact, thick, and ovoid,
with rare extended processes, CCN6 inhibition led to cells
that were thin, spreading, with stellate shape and numerous
cytoplasmic extended processes reminiscent of an epithelial
to mesenchymal transition (EMT) (Fig 1b). Consistently,
CCN6-deficient cells had loss of the epithelial markers E-cad-
herin and cytokeratin, whereas they exhibited increased vimen-
tin protein, a characteristic marker for mensenchymal cells
(Fig. 1c,d and 1e).

Because E-cadherin is crucial for epithelial cell-cell adhesion
and its downregulation has been shown to enhance cellular
motility and invasion, we tracked the movement of CCN6-defi-
cient cells and their ability to invade a basement membrane. As
shown in Fig. 2, CCN6 deficient cells were much more motile
and invasive in vitro than the controls.

CCN6 inhibition promotes anchorage-independent 
growth, increases IGF-1R phosphorylation and 
potentiates the mitogenic effects of IGF-1
Stable inhibition of CCN6 by hairpin siRNA strongly promoted
the growth of HME cells in soft agar (Fig. 3). CCN6-deficient
cells were able to form colonies in medium supplemented with
only 2.5% FBS, whereas HME control cells did not signifi-
cantly form colonies under these conditions. CCN6-deficient
cells formed about 10-fold more colonies than the control cells
after 21 days. Furthermore, the colonies formed by the CCN6-
deficient cells were much larger than the colonies formed by
the control cells.

Our observation of the ability of CCN6-deficient cells to form
colonies in soft agar in the presence of limiting serum sug-
gested that these lines might have increased activation of
growth receptor tyrosine kinase signaling pathways. This is a
well-known mechanism for transformation that allows the cells
to grow in the absence, or with minimal amounts, of growth
factors [30,31]. Because CCN6 contains an IGFBP motif and
once secreted it is able to modulate IGF signaling pathways
[27], it was logical to begin our analysis by investigating
whether inhibition of CCN6 might directly or indirectly induce
the activation of IGF-1R. Stable CCN6 inhibition by hairpin
siRNA led to an increase in the phosphorylation of IGF-1R and
IRS-1 (Fig. 3c).

Next, we assayed CCN6-deficient cells and controls for their
growth ability in serum free medium and in the presence of

Figure 4

CCN6 inhibition increases the growth of human mammary epithelial cells in response to insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1)CCN6 inhibition increases the growth of human mammary epithelial 
cells in response to insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1). Cells were 
serum starved for 24 hours, and subsequently stimulated with 25 ng/ml 
of IGF-1. MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium 
bromide) reagents were added 24 hours later and the plate was read at 
a wavelength of 595 nm. Results are expressed as means ± SD for 
three independent experiments. Asterisks indicate statistical signifi-
cance (t test); p < 0.005 for short interfering RNA (siRNA)/CCN6 after 
treatment with IGF-1 compared with serum free medium (SFM). C1 and 
C2 are two stable CCN6 deficient clones.
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IGF-1 in the condition media. In the complete absence of
serum, CCN6-deficient cells were able to survive and were
metabolically active when compared to controls (Fig. 4). Upon
addition of IGF-1 we observed that inhibition of CCN6
enhanced the growth effects of IGF-1. Inhibition of CCN6
stimulated the growth of HME cells in serum free medium,
however, when 25 ng of IGF-1 was added, we noted a 2.5-fold
increase in cell growth, which did not increase significantly
with increasing concentrations of recombinant IGF-1 in the
medium.

While IGF-1 stimulation did not affect the proliferative activity
of the control cells, CCN6-deficient cells exhibited a signifi-
cant increase in the S-phase fraction (Fig. 5). Taken together
these data support the hypothesis that loss of CCN6 in HME
cells results in loss of a growth regulatory mechanism which
enhances the proliferative and growth response to IGF-1.

Discussion
In this study we characterize the function of CCN6, a recently
identified gene that is lost in inflammatory breast cancer, the
most lethal form of breast cancer [6,25]. Here we show that

inhibition of CCN6 expression induces the EMT of mammary
epithelial cells and results in a highly motile and invasive phe-
notype. CCN6-deficient cells acquire anchorage-independent
growth abilities and exhibit increased growth and proliferative
response to IGF-1 through enhanced IGF-1R signaling.

To characterize the function of CCN6 in the breast epithelium,
we first analyzed the phenotypic effects of stable inhibition of
CCN6 expression by hairpin siRNA. Inhibition of CCN6 pro-
foundly altered the phenotype of human mammary epithelial
cells, leading to the acquisition of features of EMT. EMT
involves the phenotypic alteration of epithelial cells to fibrob-
lastoid, spindle, migratory, and more malignant cells, which
show a mesenchymal gene expression program [32,33], and
represents an important in vitro correlate of tumor progression
[32,33]. Several proteins have been implicated in this process,
which involves a dominant transcriptional repression that
leads to a downregulation of E-cadherin expression and an
increase in the expression of mesenchymal markers. The
detailed mechanisms of EMT in breast epithelial cells remain
elusive.

Figure 5

CCN6 inhibition enhances the proliferative effects of insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) on mammary epithelial cellsCCN6 inhibition enhances the proliferative effects of insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) on mammary epithelial cells. The bar graph shows that 
CCN6-deficient cells exhibited a significant increase in bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation in response to treatment with IGF-1 (t test, p < 0.03 
for both clones). The human mammary epithelial (HME) control cells did not exhibit differences in the S-phase fraction after the addition of IGF-1. 
The experiment was performed three times independently. Results are expressed as means ± SD for three independent experiments. C1 and C2 are 
two stable CCN6 deficient clones.
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On the basis of our studies, inhibition of CCN6 results in a
morphologic change towards a mesenchymal phenotype,
which is accompanied by a marked downregulation of E-cad-
herin and cytokeratin, and an increase in vimentin, a mesen-
chymal marker. Functionally, CCN6 inhibition led to a
pronounced increase in cell motility and invasion. The mecha-
nism of E-cadherin downregulation brought about by the loss
of CCN6 is intriguing. E-cadherin transcript expression was
also inhibited in CCN6-deficient cells, suggesting that this
effect is probably exerted at the transcriptional level, by epige-
netic mechanisms such as hypermethylation and transcrip-
tional silencing. These results were also obtained when CCN6
was knocked down in MCF10A cells (data not shown). It is
possible that the loss of CCN6 might lead to increased meth-
ylation of the E-cadherin promoter, which has been shown to
be correlated with a loss of E-cadherin expression in breast
cancer cell lines and primary invasive ductal and lobular
carcinomas of the breast [34,35]. It is also possible that
CCN6 loss results in transcriptional silencing of E-cadherin,
perhaps by the induction of transcriptional repressors, such as
Snail [36,37] and SIP1/ZEB2 [36,37], known to inactivate the
E-cadherin promoter. Supporting evidence has recently been
reported by Sen and colleagues [38] showing that CCN6 is
able to activate the SOX transcription factors by a similar
mechanism.

CCN6 inhibition led to the acquisition of anchorage-independ-
ent growth abilities even under extremely low serum condi-
tions. We therefore reasoned that loss of CCN6 might impair
a central growth regulatory mechanism, rendering the cells
more sensitive to the effect of even minimal amounts of growth
factors such as EGF and IGF. Although CCN6 inhibition had
no effect on the phosphorylation of the EGF receptor (data not
shown), it markedly enhanced the growth effects of IGF-1, a
potent mitogen for breast epithelial cells [39]. CCN6 inhibition
led to an increase in the phosphorylation of IGF-1R and its
main downstream target molecule IRS-1. This was coupled
with an increase in the metabolic and proliferative activities of
mammary epithelial cells. These data support a role for CCN6
a modulator of the growth effects of IGF-1 on the breast epi-
thelium, and may have clinical implications, as CCN6 loss may
mark an epithelium at increased risk of malignant transforma-
tion and might constitute a target for breast cancer prevention.

The IGF family of growth factors is crucial in the development
and progression of breast cancer. Studies in vitro and in vivo
have shown that IGFs promote the proliferation, survival, and
metastatic ability of cancer cells [40-43]. The role of IGF-1R in
promoting the proliferation of breast cancer cells is well estab-
lished [39,44,45]. A role for IGF-1R in breast cancer metas-
tases has been shown recently [40]. Compelling
epidemiological and clinical data show that high concentra-
tions of IGF-1 in serum are associated with increased mammo-
graphic density (one of the strongest predictors of breast
cancer risk), and also reliably predict increased breast cancer

risk specifically in premenopausal women [46]. High expres-
sion of IGF-1R has been demonstrated in most primary human
breast cancers when compared with normal or benign breast
tissue, and hyperactivation of IGF-1R in breast cancer has
been linked with increased radioresistance and cancer recur-
rence at the primary site [39,44,45]. High levels of IRS-1, a
major signaling molecule downstream of the IGF-1R, are cor-
related with tumor size and shorter disease-free survival in
estrogen receptor-positive breast cancer patients [47,48].

The effect of CCN6 inhibition on the phosphorylation of the
IGF-1R and IRS-1 is consistent with a growth regulatory effect
on the mammary epithelium. The relationship between the IGF
family and CCN6 emerges from our previous investigations as
well as from another laboratory [14,27,38]. CCN6-rich
medium induces a decrease in IGF-1-stimulated IGF-1R phos-
phorylation in breast cancer cells, and then results in an inhibi-
tion of cellular proliferation [27]. In another system, Sen and
colleagues [38] reported that anti-IGF-1 neutralizing antibody
partly blocks the CCN6-mediated upregulation of COL2A1
mRNA in immortalized chondrocyte cell lines. In view of these
data, we postulate that CCN6 may modulate the availability of
IGF-1 to the IGF-1R, conceivably by binding and sequestering
IGF-1, and/or by interfering with other regulators of the IGF
signaling pathway.

Conclusion
We propose a model whereby CCN6 serves as an important
growth regulatory protein of the mammary epithelium and con-
trols the cellular responses to the growth stimulatory effects of
IGF-1. Loss of CCN6 expression alters the phenotype of the
breast epithelium and promotes motility and invasion. The
CCN6-deficient cells are extremely sensitive to the growth
stimulatory effects of IGF-1. The uncontrolled growth may in
turn predispose to neoplasia. It is possible that pharmacologi-
cal restoration of the CCN6 autocrine regulatory loop could be
targeted to prevent malignant transformation of mammary epi-
thelial cells.
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RhoCGTPase Expression as a Potential Marker of Lymph Node
Metastasis in Squamous Cell Carcinomas of the Head and Neck
Celina G. Kleer,1,5 Theodoros N.Teknos,4,5 Mozaffarul Islam,4,5 BenjaminMarcus,4,5

Julia Shin-Jung Lee,2,5 Quintin Pan,3,5 and Sofia D. Merajver3,5

Abstract Purpose: Survival rates for squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) have
remained unchanged for several decades due to local tumor recurrences as well as regional and
distant metastases. Recent evidence has shown that RhoCGTPase is overexpressed in stages III
and IV regionally metastatic SCCHN compared with stages I and II localized disease. This study
evaluated the expression of RhoC in head and neck carcinoma and investigated the prognostic
use of this marker on a large cohort of previously untreated patients with SCCHN.
Experimental Design: StandardWestern blot techniques were used to evaluate RhoC protein
expression in nine established head and neck cancer cell lines and in normal oral epithelium.
In vivo expression of RhoC in metastatic and nonmetastatic SCCHN was investigated using
immunohistochemical analysis on a tissue microarray composed of 113 independent tumor sam-
ples. RhoC expression was analyzed as it related to clinical and pathologic variables of interest.
Results: Levels of RhoC protein were increased in the SCCHN cell lines compared with normal
oral epithelium.The in vivo expressionof RhoC correlatedwith advanced clinical stage and lymph
node metastases for the entire patient cohort as well as in small primary tumors (T1andT2).
Conclusions:This study is the first to examine the expressionof RhoCGTPaseprotein in SCCHN
and normal squamous epithelium. It is clear from the results that RhoC is a specific marker of
lymph node metastases in patients with this challenging form of carcinoma. RhoC levels seem to
identify a subset of patients with early tumor stage primary tumors and high metastatic potential
that might benefit from more aggressive therapy. Through continued investigation, blockade of
RhoC activity may be a potential target in the development of novel strategies for treatingmetas-
tases of head and neck cancer.

Squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN)
accounts for >95% of all head and neck malignancies and is
responsible for f40,000 incident cases yearly in the United
States. Unfortunately, the majority of SCCHN patients present
with advanced-stage disease (stages III and IV), requiring
multimodality therapy. Even with combinations of chemother-
apy, radiotherapy, and surgery, cure rates are only 30% for

advanced-stage disease and have remained unchanged for
decades. This poor survival is due mainly to the development
of local tumor recurrences as well as regional and distant
metastases. Novel molecular predictors of regional and distant
metastatic potential at the time of diagnosis are needed to help
guide clinical therapy decisions.
Many of the factors necessary to convey the metastatic

phenotype to cancer cells are controlled by the members of the
Ras superfamily of small GTP-binding proteins. RhoC GTPase is
a member of the Ras superfamily, and its activation results in
the assembly of the actin-myosin contractile filaments into
focal adhesion complexes that, ultimately, lead to cell polarity
and facilitate motility (1–3). Our laboratory has detected
overexpression of RhoC mRNA in advanced breast cancers by
in situ hybridization and characterized RhoC as a transforming
oncogene for human mammary epithelial cells. In addition,
RhoC overexpression results in a highly motile and invasive
phenotype that recapitulates the most lethal form of locally
advanced breast cancer, inflammatory breast cancer. Further
work showed that RhoC is specifically expressed in invasive
breast carcinomas capable of metastasizing, and it may be
clinically useful in patients with tumors <1 cm to guide
treatment (4, 5). Subsequent investigations in other tumor
types have shown that RhoC overexpression enhances tumor
metastasis in melanoma (6), ovarian carcinoma (7), ductal
adenocarcinoma of the pancreas (8), and lung carcinoma (9).
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To date, no studies have investigated the role of RhoC in the
metastatic phenotype of head and neck carcinoma. Abraham
et al. (10) did immunohistochemical studies investigating other
Ras superfamily motility-related gene expression but did not
specifically stain for RhoC. Interestingly, however, they
concluded that there was a significant difference in the
expression of these proteins between normal epithelium and
malignant cells and hypothesized that motility-related genes
may prove to be a marker of malignancy and/or aggressiveness
in head and neck cancer (10).
Through gene expression profiling studies, we have identified

RhoC as being differentially overexpressed in stages III and IV
regionally metastatic SCCHN compared with stages I and II
localized disease (11). This finding led us to hypothesize that
RhoC may be a clinically useful marker of metastatic potential
in SCCHN. In this study, we have analyzed RhoC protein
expression in normal squamous epithelium as well as in a
panel of squamous cell carcinoma cell lines in vitro . We then
investigated the prognostic use of detecting RhoC protein in situ
by immunohistochemistry on human tissues from a large
cohort of previously untreated patients with SCCHN.

Materials andMethods

Western blots. UMSCC and normal oral epithelium cell lines were
homogenized in 0.2 mol/L Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) containing
1 mmol/L EGTA, 2.5 mmol/L EDTA, 5 mmol/L DTT, 0.3 mol/L
sucrose, 10 Ag/mL leupeptin, 50 Ag/ml aprotinin, 2 mmol/L Na3VO4,
and 0.1% Triton X-100. The homogenate was centrifuged at 500 � g for
10 minutes at 4jC to remove all cell debris. Total proteins were
estimated in clear supernatants by dye-binding method using Bradford
reagent. Equal amounts of protein were boiled in Laemmli buffer for
5 minutes and then analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE. After transferring the
separated proteins onto nitrocellulose membranes, the membranes
were blocked for 3 hours at room temperature with TBS-0.1% Tween 20
containing 5% nonfat dry milk. The membranes were incubated
overnight with polyclonal RhoC antibody (1:1,200) at 4jC with mild
shaking. After incubation with primary antibody, the membranes were
blotted for 1 hour with a secondary horseradish peroxidase–conjugated
antibody (1:5,000). Next, the membranes were washed and the proteins
were visualized using enhanced chemiluminescence Western detection
system (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ). The analysis of activated RhoC was
done using the RhoC Activation Assay Biochem kit (Cytoskeleton,
Denver, CO) following manufacturer’s protocols. The cells were lysed
using lysis buffer, and cell lysates were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for
5 minutes to remove cell debris. The clear supernatants were taken out
and incubated with 60 AL of pretreated beads for 1 hour at 4jC.
The beads were separated from the supernatants by centrifuging at
10,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4jC. The protein-bead complex was
washed once with lysis buffer followed by a clear wash with the wash
buffer (supplied). A small portion of this complex was used to determine
the protein concentration (Bradford assay). The remaining portion was
used to load exact amounts of proteins on 12% SDS gels following
standard Western blot techniques as described previously above.

Selection of patients and tissue microarray development. In vivo
expression of RhoC in metastatic and nonmetastatic SCCHN was
investigated using immunohistochemical analysis on a tissue micro-
array composed of 113 independent tumor samples. All patients for this
validation group were presented to the University of Michigan Hospital
(Ann Arbor, MI) between 1997 and 2000 with newly diagnosed,
previously untreated HNSCC. University of Michigan institutional
review board approval and written consent were obtained. Patients
underwent clinical and pathologic staging followed by surgical tumor
resection and regional lymphadenectomy. A surgical pathologist used

H&E staining to evaluate cryotome sections (5 Am) from each paraffin-
embedded primary tumor block. Representative areas of primary tumor
and normal squamous cell mucosa were marked. A high-density tissue
microarray was constructed from the marked areas using three replicate
tumor cores (0.6-mm diameter) and one normal mucosa core per
patient. By obtaining three cores from different areas of each tumor, we
accounted for tumor heterogeneity.

Immunohistochemical studies. Immunohistochemistry was done on
the tissue microarray by using a standard biotin-avidin complex
technique and a polyclonal antibody against RhoC that was developed
and validated in our laboratory by immunoblot analysis and
immunohistochemistry (12). RhoC expression was evaluated at least
thrice for every tissue microarray element and at least nine times for
each tumor. Using this method, the pathologist was blinded to tumor
stage and clinical information. The mean value of all measurements
from a single individual was used for subsequent analyses.

Because RhoC protein interacts with the contractile cytoskeleton of
the cell and is localized to the submembrane space, cytoplasmic stain
was expected. Not surprisingly, myoepithelial cells and vascular smooth
muscle cells were strongly positive in all cases, serving as consistent
internal positive controls. The intensity of cytoplasmic staining was
scored using a four-tiered system by comparison to the positive internal
controls (score 1 = negative, score 2 = weak, score 3 = moderate, and
score 4 = strong staining). This scoring system has been previously
validated (12). Based on the biological characterization of RhoC in
SCCHN, we defined high RhoC expression when there was moderate or
strong cytoplasmic staining (scores 3 and 4) and low RhoC expression
when staining was negative or weak (scores 1 and 2). Furthermore,
positive controls for staining consisted of head and neck cell lines
known to overexpress RhoC and negative controls were done by
omitting the primary antibody.

Statistical analysis. The goal of the analysis was to determine if
RhoC expression in primary tumor specimen relates to clinical variables
of interest. The clinical variables of interest included lymph node
metastases, presence of nodal extracapsular spread, tumor stage, clinical
stage, and presence of perineural invasion, primary tumor differenti-
ation, disease-free survival, and overall survival. The mean score
(rounded to the nearest integer) of all measurements from a single
individual was used for analysis. To evaluate the association of RhoC
with covariates of interest, generalized linear models were fit to the data
using a generalized estimating equation approach to account for both
within and between subject variations derived from repeated measure-
ments. A multinomial distribution with cumulative logit link was used
for the staining intensity of RhoC. The clinical variables of interest were
tested as a main effect in these models. The relationship between RhoC
and survival outcomes was explored by the Kaplan-Meier method. The
log-rank test was used to compare the homogeneity of survival rate
between each scoring category.

For exploratory purposes, a separate analysis was conducted by using
only the maximum RhoC staining of each subject. Spearman rank
correlation coefficient was used to assess the association between
clinical variables and the maximum RhoC staining scores. All statistical
analyses were done using SAS version 8.2 (SAS, Carey, NC). A two-
tailed P V 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results

RhoC protein levels are elevated in SCCHN. To illustrate that
RhoC is up-regulated in squamous carcinomas when compared
with normal squamous epithelium, we did Western blots on a
panel of squamous cell carcinoma cell lines and compared it
with that of normal oral epithelium. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
levels of RhoC and activated RhoC were increased in all the
cancer cell lines tested compared with normal epithelial cells.
This recapitulates and validates the findings of our previous
gene array studies.
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RhoC expression correlates with clinical stage and lymph node
metastasis. Of the 113 patients on the tissue microarray
available for analysis, 23 were excluded from this analysis due
to the presence of a synchronous or metachronous primary
lesion, positive surgical margins, failure to receive indicated
postoperative radiation therapy, and the use of immunosup-
pressive agents. Of the remaining 90 patients, 68 had evaluable
tumor cores for histologic analysis and were the subjects of this
study.
The clinical and pathologic features of the 68 patients in our

cohort are summarized in Table 1. Of the 68 invasive
carcinomas, 15 (22.1%) were early stage (stages I and II) and
53 (77.9%) were advanced stage (stages III and IV). As
expected, based on our previous studies in breast cancer, RhoC
was expressed mainly in the cytoplasm (Fig. 2). SCCHN that
expressed high levels of RhoC and those that expressed low
levels of RhoC were readily identifiable (Fig. 2). In our cohort
of 68 tumors, RhoC protein was expressed in 82.35% (56 of
68) of patients and high RhoC protein was detected in 32
(47%) of the carcinomas, whereas low RhoC expression was
found in 36 (53%) of the SCCHN tumors.
When evaluating the entire patient population, the mean

RhoC score was significantly associated with the clinical stage
(P = 0.014), as higher mean RhoC staining scores were seen in
advanced-stage (stages III and IV) regionally metastatic tumors
compared with early-stage (stages I and II) lesions. This finding
is also consistent with the results of our gene expression studies
(11) and validates these findings at the protein level. In our
group of patients, 28 had small tumors (T1 and T2). In this
group of small primary SCCHN, the mean RhoC score was
significantly associated with the presence of lymph node
metastasis (P = 0.024) and clinical stage (P = 0.04).
Furthermore, for patients with T1 or T2 tumors, only 9 of 17
(53%) patients with low RhoC (scores 1 and 2) staining had
evidence of regional metastases, whereas 9 of 11 (82%) patients
with high RhoC (scores 3 and 4) expression developed
metastases. In fact, all patients (n = 4) with small primary
tumors and strong (4+) RhoC staining had pathologic evidence
of lymph node metastasis (Table 2). For the entire group of
early lesions, when using high RhoC levels (scores 3 and 4) as a
predictor of pathologically proven lymph node metastasis, the

sensitivity was 66.7% and the specificity was 83.3%, with a
positive predictive value of 90% and a negative predictive value
of 52.63%.
Based on these results, we undertook a similar statistical

analysis on this patient cohort using the maximum RhoC score
obtained from each patient. Due to the heterogeneity of head
and neck tumors and the presence of RhoC ‘‘hotspots’’ in these
tumors, we wanted to investigate whether the maximum RhoC
score varied significantly from the mean scores in terms of
relationships with known clinical and pathologic variables.
This analysis revealed that the maximum RhoC score correlated
with lymph node metastases for the entire patient cohort as

Table 1. Clinical and pathologic features of the
evaluable patients in the head and neck tissue
microarray

Clinical/pathologic variable

Eligible patients 68
Positive nodes, yes/no (%) 42/68 (61.8)
Positive nodes 95%CI* 50.2-73.3
No. positive nodes
0 26
1 12
2 8
3 8
>3 14

Extracapsular spread, presence/absence (%) 24/68 (35.3)
Extracapsular spread 95%CI 23.9-46.7
Early tumor stage,T1,T2 (%) 28/68 (41.2)
Tumor stage 95% CI 29.5-52.9
Tumor stage
0 0
I 5/68 (7.4)
II 23/68 (33.8)
III 18/68 (26.5)
IV 22/68 (32.4)

Perineural invasion (%) 12/67 (17.9)
Perineural invasion 95%CI 8.7-27.1
Early clinical stage, I, II (%) 15/68 (22.1)
Clinical stage 95% CI 12.2-31.9
Clinical stage IV (%) 38/68 (55.9)
Clinical stage IV 95%CI 44.1-67.7
Clinical stage
I 3/68 (4.4)
II 12/68 (17.7)
III 15/68 (22.1)
IV 38/68 (55.9)

Primary differentiation
1 (Well) 10/66 (15.2)
2 (Moderate) 41/66 (62.1)
3 (Poor) 15/66 (22.7)

Median length of follow-up (mo) 41.1
Median follow-up 95%CI 36.0-46.0
3-y Survival (%) 74.7
Survival 95% CI 63.8-85.6

*95% confidence interval.

Fig. 1. Western blots illustrating the protein expression levels of RhoC (A)
and activated RhoC (B) in a panel of UMSCC cell lines and normal oral epithelium
(NOE).

RhoCGTPase as Potential Marker in SCCHN
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well as for the early-stage tumors (P = 0.04 and 0.04,
respectively; Table 3). In addition, for both the RhoC mean
and RhoC maximum analysis, there was a trend, in which the
higher the RhoC staining, the more likely a tumor was to
develop extracapsular spread of tumor in regional lymphatics,
although this failed to reach statistical significance (Table 4).
No association was found between RhoC and other

pathologic or clinical variables, including degree of differenti-
ation, presence of perineural spread, tumor stage, disease-
specific survival, and overall survival.

Discussion

The formation and growth of metastases is the principal
cause of death for most cancer patients, particularly those with
head and neck cancer (13, 14). An ever-expanding body of
evidence is implicating RhoC GTPase as a critical determinant
of metastasis for a variety of tumor types (1–9). Ours is the first

study to investigate the role of RhoC in the behavior of
SCCHN.
Through the in vitro portion of this study, we have illustrated

that RhoC protein expression is present in all squamous cell
carcinoma cell lines tested and at levels dramatically higher
than normal squamous epithelium. This is consistent with our
findings in a gene array analysis comparing normal squamous
epithelium versus SCCHN, thus validating these data (11). It is
also in line with our previous work in breast cancer where we
showed that RhoC expression increases once breast cancer cells
acquire the ability to invade the host tissues and metastasize
(3). Finally, although previous authors did not specifically
address RhoC, our findings confirm the work of Abraham
et al. (10), who concluded that motility-related proteins are

Table 2. Distribution of RhoC staining intensity for
T1andT2 tumors

Node positive Node negative Total

1 (No stain) 3 4 7
2 (Low) 6 4 10
3 (Median) 5 2 7
4 (High) 4 0 4
Total 18 10 28

Table 3. Proportion of subjects with positive node in
each category of RhoC staining

Staining score Proportion of patientswith
positive lymphnodes (%)

RhoCmean value RhoCmaximumvalue

1 (No stain) 4/12 (33.3) 4/11 (36.4)
2 (Low) 15/24 (62.5) 11/19 (57.9)
3 (Median) 17/24 (70.8) 17/26 (65.4)
4 (High) 6/8 (75.0) 10/12 (83.3)

NOTE: Mean was the subject-wise average score rounded to the nearest
integer.

Fig. 2. Typical staining patterns seen with RhoC
immunohistochemistry in the head and neck
high-density tissue microarray. Low RhoC
expression was defined as negative or weak
cytoplasmic staining (scores1and 2), whereas high
RhoC expression was defined as moderate or
strong cytoplasmic staining (scores 3 and 4).
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overexpressed in squamous cell carcinoma relative to normal
keratinocytes and may prove to be markers of metastasis.
To further evaluate the importance of RhoC in conferring a

metastatic phenotype in SCCHN, we correlated in vivo levels of
RhoC with known demographic and clinical variables using a
large cohort of previously untreated head and neck cancer
patients. Collectively, our data indicate that increasing levels of
RhoC expression are associated with advanced-stage tumors
and with lymph node metastasis even in small primary tumors.
Furthermore, there was a trend noted, in which increasing
RhoC expression was appreciated in patients with extracapsular
spread in their lymph node metastases, indicating aggressive
tumor behavior. Interestingly, although RhoC correlated with
lymph node metastases and advanced tumor stage, a clear
correlation with survival and distant metastases could not be
illustrated. This may be due to the relatively short length of
clinical follow-up (41 months) and could reach significance as
the patient cohort matures. Furthermore, the bias of our
institution toward aggressive postoperative treatment of
patients with high-risk tumors (i.e., multiple lymph nodes
and extracapsular spread) with combined chemoradiation
therapy may have minimized the survival difference between
the two groups. Regardless, our study clearly illustrates that
RhoC expression is correlated with lymph node metastasis and
clinical stage in head and neck cancer. Even with small primary
tumors, RhoC may identify those small (T1 and T2) carcinomas
with high metastatic potential and may assist clinicians in
selecting patients who would benefit from aggressive surgical
and adjuvant therapy. In this pilot study, high RhoC expression
was able to identify a metastatic phenotype in small tumors,
with a relatively high degree of specificity and positive
predictive value.
Our findings in this study are consistent with observations

made by others in different tumor types. In melanoma, for
instance, genomic analysis of highly metastatic tumors revealed
an essential role for RhoC by inducing a highly motile, invasive

tumor phenotype, which was abrogated in vitro with the
introduction of dominant-negative Rho (6). Similarly, Wang
et al. (15) identified RhoC as strong predictor of lymph node
metastasis in hepatocellular carcinoma using genomic analysis
and tissue microarray immunohistochemistry. In an orthotopic
model of non–small cell lung cancer, Ikoma et al. (9) found
that metastasis, in vitro migration, and invasion were signifi-
cantly enhanced by overexpression of RhoC. They further
concluded that RhoC does not affect primary tumor growth but
enhances the metastatic nature of lung cancer not only by
stimulating cell motility but also by up-regulating the
expression of certain matrix metalloproteinases. Similar data
correlating RhoC expression with lymph node metastasis and
tumor progression have been noted in pancreatic and ovarian
carcinoma (7, 8).
The emerging role of RhoC in the metastatic process strongly

suggests that attenuation of RhoC activity may be a potential
target for novel strategies in the treatment of head and neck as
well as other carcinomas and melanoma. To that end, Rho
proteins are dependent on post-translational isoprenylation for
their biological activity (16, 17) RhoC specifically depends on
geranylgeranylation, and this can be inhibited by the statin
class of drugs, which are commonly used for their cholesterol
lowering affect (18). These drugs, by inhibiting 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl CoA reductase, cause dramatic reductions not
only in cholesterol but also in its isoprenoid precursors
(farnesyl pyrophosphate and geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate).
Recently, atorvastatin was found to inhibit RhoC isoprenyla-
tion and metastasis in a mouse model of human melanoma
(19). Furthermore, clinical trials of statins for heart disease have
noted antineoplastic effects of statins in general (20) and in
melanoma in particular (21). Ongoing studies in our labora-
tory are investigating the effect of statin therapy on growth,
invasion, and metastasis of head and neck cancer through
RhoC inhibition. If the preliminary findings in this study and
future investigations indicate efficacy of statin therapy, this may
prove to be an important adjunct to existing therapies in head
and neck cancer to prevent regional and distant metastasis.
In conclusion, this study is the first in examining the

expression of RhoC GTPase protein in SCCHN and normal
squamous epithelium. It is clear from the results that RhoC is
a specific marker of lymph node metastases in patients with
this challenging form of carcinoma. Importantly, although
our data are preliminary, RhoC levels seem to identify a
subset of patients with early tumor stage primary tumors and
high metastatic potential that might benefit from more
aggressive therapy. Through continued investigation, blockade
of RhoC activity may be a potential target in the develop-
ment of novel strategies for treating metastases of head and
neck cancer.

Table 4. Proportion of subjects with extracapsular
spread presence in each category of RhoC staining

Staining score Proportion of patientswith
extracapsular spread (%)

RhoCmean value RhoCmaximumvalue

1 (No stain) 2/12 (16.7) 2/11 (18.2)
2 (Low) 9/24 (37.5) 6/19 (31.6)
3 (Median) 9/24 (37.5) 10/26 (38.5)
4 (High) 4/8 (50.0) 6/12 (50.0)
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 CCN6 (WISP3) as a New Regulator of the 
Epithelial Phenotype in Breast Cancer 
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talized human mammary epithelial cells, CCN6 was found to 
be essential to induce the process of epithelial-mesenchy-
mal transition (EMT) with repression of E-cadherin gene ex-
pression and induction of a protein expression program 
characteristic of EMT. This review will focus on the current 
knowledge regarding the function of CCN6 in breast cancer 
with special emphasis on the emerging role of CCN6 as a 
regulator of the epithelial phenotype and E-cadherin ex-
pression in the breast.  Copyright © 2007 S. Karger AG, Basel 

 CCN6 Is Lost in Inflammatory Breast Cancer 

 Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is the most lethal 
form of breast cancer, characterized by a rapid onset of 
disease typically arising within 6 months, and high pro-
clivity for the development of metastasis [Lee and Tan-
nenbaum, 1924]. Despite aggressive multimodality treat-
ment, the overall 5-year disease-free survival rate for IBC 
patients is less than 45% [Jaiyesimi et al., 1992]. The in-
flammatory designation in IBC is a misnomer, as no 
prominent host inflammatory response is elicited by 
these tumors. Instead, the skin redness and warmth are 
the result of lymphatic channel obstruction from tumor 
emboli [Lee and Tannenbaum, 1924]. Through a modi-
fied version of the differential display technique and in 
situ hybridization analysis of human breast tissues we 
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 Abstract 
 CCN6 (WISP3) is a cysteine-rich secreted protein that be-
longs to the CCN (Cyr61, CTGF, Nov) family of genes. We 
found that CCN6 mRNA is reduced in 80% of cases of the 
most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancer, inflam-
matory breast cancer. CCN6 contains four highly conserved 
motifs with sequence similarities to insulin-like growth fac-
tor binding proteins, von Willebrand type C, thrombospon-
din 1, and a carboxyl-terminal domain putatively involved in 
dimerization. CCN6 has tumor growth-, proliferation-, and 
invasion-inhibitory functions in breast cancer. Recently, by 
using a small infering RNA to downregulate CCN6 in immor-
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have identified CCN6 as being downregulated in 80% of 
IBC and in 20% of stage-matched, noninflammatory 
breast cancer tumors (non-IBC) [van Golen et al., 1999]. 
These data served as a springboard to encourage us to 
elucidate the biologic function of CCN6 in breast cancer 
and in benign breast epithelial cells.

  CCN6 Has a Multimodular Architecture 

 CCN6 is a cysteine-rich protein that belongs to the 
CCN family of genes. CCN growth factors have intracel-
lular and extracellular functions [Perbal, 2001; Brigstock 
et al., 2003]. Other members of this protein family are 
CCN1 (CTGF), CCN2 (Cyr61) CCN3 (Nov), CCN4 
(WISP1) and CCN5 (WISP2). The CCN proteins have 
been shown to regulate cellular differentiation and devel-
opment, cell proliferation, cell migration and adhesion, 
and angiogenesis [Perbal, 2001; Brigstock et al., 2003]. 
Notably, CCN proteins mediate epithelial and stromal 
cross talk, and have been shown to interact with key sig-
naling molecules such as cell surface integrins, NOTCH1, 
fibulin C, and ion channels [Lau and Lam, 1999; Perbal 
et al., 1999a; Li et al., 2002; Sakamoto et al., 2002; Lin et 
al., 2003, 2005]. Dysregulation of this protein family can 
lead to cancer [Kleer et al., 2002; Manara et al., 2002; Be-
nini et al., 2005]. Furthermore, certain CCN proteins be-
have under certain circumstances as oncogenes or tumor 
suppressor genes in different tissue types. For example, 
CCN2 (Cyr61) stimulates the growth of breast and gastric 
adenocarcinomas, whereas CCN2 suppresses the growth 
of lung cancer cells [Bleau et al., 2005; Brigstock et al., 
2005].

  The CCN6 gene maps to chromosome 6q21-22 and en-
codes for a 354-amino acid, 36.9-kDa protein with 57% 
homology to CCN1 (CTGF). The CCN proteins share a 
highly conserved structure with a multimodular organi-
zation, consisting of cysteine-rich motifs.  Figure 1  shows 
the multimodular structure of CCN6. The N-terminal 
motif, which includes the first 12 cysteine residues, con-
tains the highly conserved insulin-like growth factor 
(IGF) binding protein consensus sequence (GCGCCXXC) 
which may facilitate the binding to IGF [Imai et al., 2000; 
Byun et al., 2001; Grotendorst and Duncan, 2005]. This 
domain is followed by a von Willebrand factor-like motif 
(VWC), and the thrombospondin type 1 motif (TSP-1) 
which is involved in cell-cell interactions and possibly in-
hibition of angiogenesis. The carboxy-terminal motif 
(CT) is present in all CCN proteins described to date and 
forms a ‘cysteine knot’, since the protein is folded into two 

highly twisted antiparallel pairs of  �  strands and contains 
three disulfide bonds. The CT domain has been identi-
fied in several other signaling peptides (such as trans-
forming growth factor- � , platelet-derived growth factor, 
and nerve growth factor) and may participate in dimer-
ization and receptor binding [Pennica et al., 1998; Hur-
vitz et al., 1999; Perbal et al., 1999b]. Interestingly, most 
CCN proteins contain a cleavable signal peptide which 
participates in the secretion of these proteins into the ex-
tracellular matrix [Yang and Lau, 1991; Perbal, 2001].

  The multimodular organization of the CCN proteins 
suggests that the different modules correspond to func-
tional domains that can interact with other proteins, and 
that the final biological properties of the CCN proteins 
might be dependent upon combinatorial effects of these 
multiple interactions. Studies performed on CCN2 and 
CCN3 have provided valuable information about the 
structural basis for some biological properties of the CCN 
proteins. For example, CCN3 can be found as a full-
length protein and as a truncated protein [Perbal, 2001]. 
It appears that the full-length protein, containing the sig-
nal peptide at the N-terminal region, is secreted. Full-
length CCN3 has growth inhibitory effects in chicken 
nephroblastomas. In contrast, the truncated form of 
CCN3, which does not contain the signal peptide, accu-
mulates in the cytoplasm of the cell and induces a mor-
phological alteration without affecting tumor growth 
[Perbal, 2001]. These data suggest that the multimodular 
architecture of the CCN proteins allows them to interact 
with different positive and negative effectors and that 
truncations of the CCN proteins at either their N-termi-
nus or the C-terminus may disrupt these regulatory in-
teractions, thereby altering the balance of positive and 
negative regulatory signals. Furthermore, CCN proteins 
in general, and CCN6 in particular may exert their func-
tions as secreted proteins as well as in the cell cyto-
plasm.

  CCN6 Is a Tumor Suppressor for IBC 

 Our studies involving transcript and protein regula-
tion of CCN6 in human breast tissue samples revealed that 
its levels are decreased in primary IBC and in a subset of 
aggressive non-IBC tumors [van Golen et al., 1999]. Fur-
ther work revealed that restoration of CCN6 in an IBC cell 
line (SUM149), which lacks CCN6 expression, resulted in 
decreased anchorage-independent growth and impaired 
its invasiveness [Kleer et al., 2002]. Conversely, when 
CCN6 was inhibited in normal mammary epithelial cells, 
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growth in soft agar and invasion through a basement 
membrane ensued [Zhang et al., 2005]. Furthermore, 
CCN6 had strong tumor growth-inhibitory functions in 
vivo [Kleer et al., 2002]. When injected in the mammary 
fat pad of athymic nude mice, SUM149 cells with restored 
CCN6 expression had a decreased rate of tumor uptake 
and formed smaller tumors. CCN6-expressing tumors 
were better differentiated than the control IBC tumors; in 
particular, they exhibited glandular formation, less atyp-
ia, and no necrosis. Taken together, these data strongly 
support a role for CCN6 as a tumor suppressor gene in IBC 
and perhaps in breast cancer in general.

  The next main line of investigation we have pursued 
is the mechanism of CCN6’s tumor suppressor function. 
Preliminary work from our own and another laboratory 
has shown that CCN6 is present in two pools: a cytoplas-
mic pool and an extracellular, secreted pool [Kleer et al., 
2004; Davis et al., 2006]. This led us to postulate that 

once secreted in the extracellular medium, CCN6 may 
inhibit breast cancer growth at least in part by interfer-
ing with IGF-1 signaling, as IGF-1 is an important growth 
factor associated with increased breast cancer risk and 
tumor growth [Byrne et al., 2000; Allen et al., 2005; Dio-
rio et al., 2005; Schernhammer et al., 2005]. We showed 
that CCN6 in the conditioned media of IBC cells is able 
to inhibit activation of the insulin-like growth factor re-
ceptor 1 (IGF-1R) and two of its main downstream sig-
naling molecules, IRS-1 and ERK-1/2 [Kleer et al., 2004]. 
Furthermore, CCN6 expression knockdown in normal 
mammary epithelial cells triggered their proliferative 
activity [Zhang et al., 2005]. An important question 
which remains to be addressed is whether CCN6 direct-
ly interacts with IGF-1 or IGF-1R. If either possibility is 
true, it may have profound implications for the develop-
ment and testing of targeted therapies against IGF-1 and 
IGF-1R activation in breast cancer.
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  Fig. 1.  Modular architecture of CCN6. The protein 
has four conserved motifs. Note the IGFBP (insulin-
like growth factor binding protein) motif at the
N-terminal region. 

  Fig. 2.  Our working model of CCN6 function in breast cancer progression and in the EMT process. We postu-
late that CCN6 modulates the growth of normal breast epithelial cells by affecting IGF-1 signaling pathways, 
and contributes to the maintenance of the epithelial phenotype through regulation of EMT. Loss of CCN6 pro-
motes the growth and invasiveness of breast cancer by enhancing the effects of IGF-1 on cancer cells, and by 
promoting EMT. 
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  CCN6 Emerges as a Novel Regulator of the Epithelial 
Phenotype in the Breast 

 To ascertain the function of CCN6 in normal breast 
epithelium, we stably inhibited CCN6 in human mam-
mary epithelial cells (HME) by small infering RNA 
 (si RNA) [Zhang et al., 2005]. This resulted in a profound 
morphological change and protein expression patterns 
characteristic of an epithelial-mesenchymal transition 
(EMT). While the parental HME cells and vector controls 
were compact, thick, and ovoid, with rare extended pro-
cesses, CCN6-deficient cells were thin, spreading, and of 
stellate shape with numerous cytoplasmic extensions 
typical of an EMT. Consistent with EMT, CCN6-defi-
cient HME cells exhibited decreased expression of the 
epithelial marker cytokeratin-18 and gain of the mesen-
chymal marker vimentin.

  To begin to understand the molecular basis of CCN6-
mediated EMT, we explored whether loss of CCN6 was 
accompanied by E-cadherin downregulation, one of the 
central proteins in the process of EMT [Oka et al., 1993; 
Rasbridge et al., 1993; Palacios et al., 1995; Kleer et al., 
2001; Kowalski et al., 2003]. Indeed, CCN6 inhibition by 
siRNA consistently induced a pronounced downregula-
tion of E-cadherin in two normal mammary epithelial 
cells, HME and MCF10A cells [Zhang et al., 2005]. This 
marked downregulation of E-cadherin protein was ac-
companied by a decrease in E-cadherin messenger RNA. 
Importantly, loss of CCN6 led to a marked decrease in the 
activity of the E-cadherin promoter (unpubl. data).

  Clinical Implications, Future Directions, and 
Challenges 

 At present, we can conclude that CCN6 has tumor-in-
hibitory functions in breast cancer and that it may be a 
novel regulator of the process of EMT in the breast epi-
thelium. Even though CCN6 appears to negatively inter-
fere with the IGF-1 signaling pathway to suppress breast 
tumor growth, the effect of CCN6 on EMT is likely IGF-
1-independent, based on emerging unpublished data 
from our laboratory. Nevertheless, because of the impor-
tance of this process in invasion and metastasis, further 
studies dissecting the mechanism of action of CCN6 will 
be of great interest. In particular, it should be investigated 
how CCN6 loss leads to decreased E-cadherin, whether 
CCN6 affects E-cadherin transcriptional repressors (e.g. 
Snail, Slug, SIP1), and/or interacts with E-cadherin re-
pressor proteins. Given the central role that EMT plays in 

the metastatic process, understanding the molecular 
mechanisms of CCN6 function on EMT may enable the 
development of targeted therapies against metastases in 
breast cancer.  Figure 2  illustrates our working model for 
CCN6 function in normal breast tissues and in breast tu-
morigenesis. We postulate that CCN6 expression in nor-
mal breast tissues affects (1) the growth of normal epithe-
lial cells through modulating IGF-1 signaling, and (2) the 
epithelial phenotype by regulating E-cadherin expres-
sion and epithelial differentiation. Loss of CCN6 pro-
motes the growth and invasiveness of breast cancer by 
modulating the growth effects of IGF-1 and its pathway 
on the mammary epithelium, and by repressing the E-
cadherin complex and triggering EMT, thereby driving 
aggressive and metastatic breast cancer.

  Finally, as is well known, new biomarkers of aggressive 
and metastatic breast cancer are needed. These markers 
will help clinicians to identify which patients are at risk 
of tumor metastasis and tailor treatment interventions 
based on the presence or absence of expression of the bio-
marker in tumor biopsy samples. Our data support the 
hypothesis that CCN6 may be a novel biomarker of inva-
sive and metastatic carcinomas of the breast and opens 
the way to test its expression in human breast tissues in 
the context of controlled clinical trials.
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Introduction


The goals of the Career Development Award were to: 1. assist me in developing my laboratory and establish myself as an independent investigator in the field of breast cancer research at the University of Michigan; and 2 understanding the clinical utility of RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 proteins in breast cancer patients. 


As discussed in detail in the following report, we have achieved both goals successfully. The Award enabled me to establish my research laboratory in the Medical Sciences Research Building 1 at the University of Michigan Medical School, and get promoted to the rank of Associate Professor with tenure. The Award allowed me to make substantial and seminal contributions on the role of RhoC GTPase and WISP3 genes in the development and progression of breast cancer and also discover the role of these and other potentially relevant proteins as breast cancer biomarkers.  This award resulted in over 20 peer reviewed publications that advanced the field of breast cancer research. 


Body


We have made significant contributions on the proposed tasks. Below are brief descriptions of key accomplishments according to the approved statement of work (SOW):


Task 1.  To determine whether the concordant alterations of RhoC-GTPase over-expression and WISP3 loss are prognostic indicators and predictors of survival in breast cancer patients. Months 1-24.


a. Identify and retrieve the breast cancer tissue blocks and slides (489 cases total). Months 1-6.


b. Histopathologic study of the cases and selection of adequate tumor areas to construct the tissue microarrays. Categorize the breast cancers according to stage. Months 6-9.


c. Construction of the tissue microarrays, one containing 400 breast cancers of all anatomic stages and the other containing 89 cases of locally advanced breast cancer. Months 9-15.


d. Immunohistochemical analysis for RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 proteins, and other markers (ER, PR, HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis). Months 16-19.


e. Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical studies and statistical analyses. Months 20-24.


Task 1


Identify and retrieve the breast cancer tissue blocks and slides.


By performing a computerized search of the breast cancer database at the Department of Pathology, University of Michigan, using the words “breast” and “cancer” and “breast” and “carcinoma” from years 1987-1991. We identified 385 consecutive invasive breast cancer patients. Of the 385 cases, 236 cases were available for study. The reasons for this were: 1. unavailability of tissue slides or blocks, and 2. primary resection performed at a referring institution. 


In addition, 60 cases of locally advanced breast cancer, of which 30 are inflammatory breast cancers, and 30 are stage matched, non-inflammatory breast cancer were identified from the pathology files.


Histopathologic study of the cases and selection of adequate tumor areas to construct the tissue microarrays. Categorize the breast cancers according to stage. 


The P.I. reviewed all the hematoxylin and eosin stained sections from all these cases and annotated the pathologic characteristics of each tumor using the following template:


Summary for Invasive Carcinomas.


Greatest dimension of invasive carcinoma (microscopic):


cm


Involvement of surgical margin: 
Positive (at ink)

Close (<= 0.2 cm)





Negative (>0.2 cm)


If margin positive:



Single focus

Multiple foci


If margin close:



Single focus

Multiple foci


Histopathological grade (Elton and Ellis): 
1
2
3



Positive lymph nodes /total lymph nodes:              /


Highest axillary node positive:

Yes

No

N/A


Extranodal extension:



Yes

No

N/A


Extensive DCIS: 



Yes

No

N/A

DCIS > 25% of tumor:

Yes

No


Extratumoral DCIS:


Yes

No


Microcalcifications:

None

within inv/DCIS
within benign ducts


Hormonal receptors:

ER:
POS
NEG

PR:
POS
NEG


Her2neu overexpression:

POS (2+
3+)
NEG

T

N

M


Development of a breast cancer database


We developed a relational database in Microsoft Access to store the pathological and clinical information. The idea behind this decision was to be able to link the results of the TMA scoring with the patient pathological and clinical information. Clinical and treatment information was extracted by chart review, performed with IRB approval. The P.I. was involved in all steps of the database design and development, and learned how to perform database queries.


Construction of the tissue microarrays

We have constructed four high density tissue microarrays (TMAs) that will enable us to characterize WISP3 and RhoC expression in a wide range of normal breast and breast disease, and to study associations between expression of these proteins and patient outcome. The figure below is a schematic representation of a TMA. 


In order to construct the tissue arrays, the P.I. reviewed all cases histologically and selected the areas to array. At least three different areas of the tumors were selected and at least three tissue cores (0.6 mm in diameter) were sampled from each donor block.  TMAs are assembled using the manual tissue puncher/array (Beecher Instruments). This instrument consists of thin-walled stainless steel needles with an inner diameter of approximately 600 (m and stylet used to transfer and empty the needle contents. The assembly is held in an X-Y position guide that is manually adjusted by digital micrometers. Small biopsies are retrieved from selected regions of donor tissue and are precisely arrayed in a new paraffin block. Cores are inserted into a 45 x 20 x 12 mm recipient block and spaced at a distance of 0.8 mm apart.


Immunohistochemical analysis for RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 proteins, and other markers (ER, PR, HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis). 


We have optimized the conditions for immunohistochemistry for the anti-RhoC antibody and applied it to the constructed TMAs successfully. We used 1:400 dilution of antibody incubated overnight, and microwave antigen retrieval. Below are examples of tissues stained using RhoC antibody:


We have worked closely with Covance in developing two antigenic peptides and immunizing rabbits to obtain polyclonal antibodies against WISP3. The following peptides were synthesized and polyclonal antibodies were obtained:


Ac-CSGAKGGKKDSDQSN-CONH2


Ac-CPEGRPGEVSDAPQRKQ-CONH2.   


After evaluating 4 different anti-WISP3 antibodies, we selected the one that worked better for Western blot and gave a specific band (shown below).




We have optimized the conditions for the anti-WISP3 antibody for immunohistochemistry and we have applied it to the TMAs successfully. We use the antibody at 1:100 dilution, with 60 minutes incubation and microwave antigen retrieval. Below are examples of the tissues microarray samples stained with anti-WISP3 antibody. We have also stained the TMAs for estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor and HER-2/neu.


Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical studies and statistical analyses. 


I evaluated the immunohistochemistry for RhoC, ER, PR and HER-2/neu in all the TMAs, and with the assistance of Kent Griffith, the biostatistician, have analyzed the results which are shown below. I am in the process of evaluating the immunohistochemistry for WISP3, to explore its clinical relevance.


Below is the summary of our RhoC analyses.


We found that RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression. All samples of normal breast epithelium had negative to weak staining, whereas staining intensity increased in hyperplasia, DCIS, invasive carcinoma, and metastases (Kruskal-Wallis p<0.001). 


RhoC expression was associated with negative ER expression and worse histologic grade. In patients with invasive carcinoma, high RhoC expression was an independent predictor of death from breast cancer, and of local-recurrence free survival. The hazard ratio for local recurrence for patients with high RhoC levels as compared with those with low RhoC levels was 2.37, with a 95% confidence interval of 1.18-4.77 (p=0.015), Figure 3.   



 


These studies show that RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression and RhoC protein levels in tumor tissue, as measured by immunohistochemistry, are strongly associated with survival and local recurrence in patients with breast cancer. This not only extends our initial observations (Kleer et al, Am J Pathol 2002 Feb;160(2):579-84), but also suggests that RhoC may have a role in the local invasiveness and progression of breast carcinoma. Our studies suggest that RhoC protein levels may be first altered in carcinoma in situ, the precursor of invasive carcinoma.  Clinically, our retrospective study suggests that RhoC levels may prove useful after further validation, to identify patients with breast cancer that are likely to recur locally.  This work was published in Breast Cancer Research and Treatment 93(2):101-10, 2005.


Task 1.   To define the role of Rho-GTPase and WISP3 in the clinical setting as independent predictors of survival in patients with locally advanced breast cancer. Months 24-36.


a. Histopathologic study of 89 cases of locally advanced breast cancer that were previously   


          retrieved


from the pathology files (first 6 months). Selection of adequate areas to construct the tissue microarray. Months 24-27.


b. Development of the tissue microarray, and immunohistochemical analysis of RhoC-GTPase, 


WISP3 and other biomarkers (ER, PR, HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis). Months 28-33.


c. Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical stains and statistical analyses. Months 33- 36.


Task 2.


a. Histopathologic study of 89 cases of locally advanced breast cancer that were previously  


Retrieved from the pathology files (first 6 months). Selection of adequate areas to construct the tissue microarray. Months 24-27.


So far, we have identified 60 cases of locally advanced breast cancer, of which 30 are inflammatory breast cancers, and 30 are stage matched, non-inflammatory breast cancer were identified from the pathology files. We evaluated them histologically and chose the areas to construct a TMA


In addition to the IBC cases from the UM, we have obtained 30 IBC samples from Egypt, through a collaboration with Dr. Amr Soliman (School of Public Health, UM). Interestingly, we found epidemiologic and histopathological differences in US IBC cases and Egyptian IBC cases. Specifically, age at diagnosis was significantly younger in Egyptian cases [mean 46.9±standard deviation (SD) 10.8] than U.S. cases (58.8±13.5) (P= 0.01).  Peau d'orange was more common (P=0.02) and number of tumor emboli was remarkably higher (P=0.0003) in IBC from Egypt when compared to the U.S.  


d. Development of the tissue microarray, and immunohistochemical analysis of RhoC-GTPase, 


WISP3 and other biomarkers (ER, PR, HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis). Months 28-33.


We have constructed a TMA with these tissues, and stained them for RhoC, ER, PR and HER-2/neu. We have stained the TMA for WISP3 as well and are in the process of evaluating the immunohistochemical results. 


We have stained the 30 IBC cases from Egypt using the anti-RhoC antibody and also using a marker for lymphatic vessels (LYVE-1).


e. Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical stains and statistical analyses. Months 33- 36.


RhoC, ER, PR and Her-2/neu stains have been evaluated and analyzed in conjunction with Task 1. We are in the process of interpreting the immunohistochemical results for WISP3 staining in this group as well. Once this is performed, we will analyze the value of RhoC and WISP3 expression in predicting response to therapy in this group of tumors.


In addition, in the IBC cases from Egypt, we found that RhoC is highly expressed. LYVE-1-positive lymphatic invasion was observed in 46% and 50% of the IBC tumors from Egypt and the U.S., respectively.  A high level of RhoC overexpression was observed in 84% of IBC tumors from Egypt and 13% from the U.S. (P=0.0001). In summary, these exciting new data suggest that IBC patients from Egypt present with graver clinical signs and distinct molecular characteristics when compared to the U.S.  The higher number of tumor emboli and the further elevated level of RhoC expression might contribute to the dismal phenomenon of IBC commonly seen in Egypt. This work was presented the AACR meeting on 2006, and is the subject of a manuscript in preparation.


Task 3.   To study in detail the in vivo effect of WISP3 loss in modulating the response of invasive breast carcinomas with RhoC-GTPase over-expression to farnesyl transferase inhibitors. Months 24-36.


a. Prepare a panel of cell lines (SUM149 wt, SUM149/WISP3, HME/RhoC, SUM185 wt and 


MCF10AT wt). Since all these cell lines have been prepared in our preliminary work, getting them ready for injection with take approximately 3 weeks. Month 25-26.


b. In vivo mice experiment (injection of cell lines, tumor development and treatment with farnesyl 


transferase inhibitor). Months 27-30.


c. Histological and immunohistochemical study of the excised tumors stained with anti-RhoC and 


anti-WISP3 antibodies. Months 30-32.


d. Analysis of the immunostains. Months 32-34.


e. Statistical analyses. Months 34-36.


We have not yet initiated the experiments in Task 3. We have been very concerned with the role of RhoC and WISP3 as markers of prognosis and response to therapy in breast cancer given the urgent need for novel biomarkers in the clinic. We have also devoted our attention to elucidating the mechanism of action of these genes. The experiments proposed in Task 3 will commence this year.


In addition to the Tasks we have contributed to the following projects:


1. We have performed seminal work in understanding WISP3 function, and how WISP3 and RhoC may cooperate to determine a highly aggressive inflammatory breast cancer phenotype, which we have published (Kleer et al, WISP3 and RhoC guanosine triphosphatase cooperate in the development of inflammatory breast cancer. Breast Cancer Res. 2004;6(1):R110-5). In this work, we found that antisense inhibition of WISP3 in HME cells increased RhoC mRNA and resulted in an increase in cellular proliferation, anchorage independent growth and VEGF levels in the conditioned media. Conversely, restoration of WISP3 expression in the highly malignant IBC cell line, SUM149, was able to decrease the expression of RhoC protein.  This provides further evidence in support that these two genes act in concert to give rise to the highly aggressive IBC phenotype. We propose a model of this interaction as a starting point for further investigations. This manuscript is included in the appendix.


2. We have made an important contribution by elucidating that WISP3 is a secreted protein and that it modulates IGF signaling. This work is seminal, as no other tumor suppressor gene has ever been defined specifically for Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Previously, we have demonstrated that WISP3 has tumor suppressor functions in IBC (Kleer et al, Oncogene, 21, 3172-3180, 2002), and we have gained insight into WISP3 as a modulator of IGF signaling. This work was presented at the AACR meeting in Washington DC, July, 2003 as an oral presentation, and has been recently published and is included in the appendix. (Kleer et al, Neoplasia 2004 Mar-Apr;6(2):179-85). 


Briefly, in this work we found that WISP3 is secreted into the conditioned media and into the lumens of normal breast ducts. Once secreted, WISP3 was able to decrease, directly or through induction of other molecule(s), the IGF-1-induced activation of the IGF-IR, and two of its main downstream signaling molecules, IRS1 and ERK-1/2 in SUM149 IBC cells.  Furthermore, WISP3 containing conditioned media decreased the growth rate of SUM149 cells. This work sheds light into the mechanism of WISP3 function by demonstrating that it is secreted, and that once in the extracellular media it induces a series of molecular events that lead to modulation of IGF-IR signaling pathways and cellular growth in IBC cells.


3. We have established for the first time a stable siRNA and shRNA inhibition of WISP3 expression in human mammary epithelial cells (HME) and characterized its functions. Surprsingly, we found that WISP3 inhibition resulted in epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) of HME cells and induced motility and invasion. Moreover, these cells were more sensitive to the growth and proliferative effects of IGF-1 in the medium. These experiments suggest that WISP3 may be a key a regulator of IGF-1 effects in HME cells. We have published this work (Zhang et al, Breast Cancer Research 7(6):R1080-9, 2005).

We have recently found that lentiviral silencing of WISP3 in HME cells decreases E-cadherin through transcriptional repression, mainly by regulating the levels of Snail, a key repressor of E-cadherin. These results have been presented at the Epithelial to Mesenchymal transition meeting in Vancouver, 2005, and are part of a manuscript in preparation in our laboratory. A review article published this year in a special Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition Issue of Cells, Tissues and Organs is included in the appendix (Kleer et al, CTO Vol. 185, No. 1-3,  pp 95 - 99 , 2007).


5. We have identified that EZH2 is a marker of aggressive breast cancer and that it promotes the neoplastic transformation of human mammary epithelial cells (Kleer CG, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 100(20): 11606-11, 2003).  For this study, we used the tissue microarrays constructed and stained them using a polyclonal antibody for EZH2, a transcriptional repressor. We found that EZH2 expression was an independent factor that predicts death from breast cancer. We have included a copy reprint of this paper in the appendix section.


We have also investigated the mechanism of action of EZH2 (Zeidler et al, Neoplasia 7(11):1011-9, 2005. Featured article and Cover ), and discovered that is a promising biomarker of preneoplastic progression in the breast (Ding et al, Cancer Research 66(8):4095-9, 2006. Selected as a Cancer Research Highlight).

6. I have embarked on several fruitful collaborations with other members of the Breast Oncology Program at UM, and at other institutions. 


In summary, this Award helped us complete several manuscripts dealing with key aspects of WISP3 and RhoC expression in breast cancer. We have developed key reagents and resources that will enable us to move forward in testing their clinical usefulness. We have also completed a major effort in understanding the function of WISP3 gene as it contributes to the inflammatory breast cancer phenotype.


Key Research Accomplishments 


· Constructed four high density tissue microarrays


· Developed a relational database with the patient information


· Generated and tested a polyclonal antibody against WISP3


· Validation of RhoC as a novel tissue biomarker that predicts local recurrence and survival in patients with breast cancer. 


· Investigated the mechanisms of cooperation between RhoC and WISP3 in determining the inflammatory breast cancer phenotype.


· Elucidated that WISP3 is a secreted protein and that it modulates IGF-I signaling cascade in inflammatory breast cancer


· Discovered that WISP3 inhibition in HME cells leads to epithelial to mesenchymal transition, and triggers invasion and motility.


· Discovered that EZH2 is a marker of aggressive breast cancer and that it promotes neoplastic transformation of mammary epithelial cells.


Training component of the Award


During the period of the Career Development Award, I have obtained protected time from my clinical responsibilities and established my research laboratory at the University of Michigan. I became an appreciated and active member of the Breast Oncology Program. I have also become the Director of the Breast Pathology Fellowship Program at UM, a member of the Execute Committee of the Molecular and Cellular Pathology Graduate Program at UM, and have been invited as an ad hoc reviewer to the DOD BCRP and the tumor progression and metastasis study section of the NCI. I have also been promoted to the rank of Associate Professor of Pathology with tenure at UM. All of these accomplishments are a direct result of the DOD Career Development Award.  


Reportable Outcomes

We are in a position to report that RhoC over expression is an early marker of aggressive breast cancers, even when they are small, and that it is a promising marker of prognosis and local recurrence in patients with breast cancer. 


We can state that WISP3 is able to ameliorate the highly malignant features of inflammatory breast cancer. Specifically, WISP3 has growth and angiogenic inhibitory functions, at least in part though modulating IGF-receptor signaling pathways. 


We can state that EZH2 is a marker of aggressive breast cancer, and that it can predict prognosis.


Research Manuscripts published for the period of the Career Development Award (2002-2007):


Kleer CG, van Golen KL, Zhang Y, Wu Z-F, Rubin MA, Merajver SD.Characterization of RhoC Expression in Benign and Malignant Breast Disease: A Potential New Marker for Small Breast Carcinomas with Metastatic Potential. Am J of Pathol. 160(2), 579-584, 2002.


Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Pan Q, van Golen KL, Wu Z-F, and Merajver SD. WISP3 Isa Novel Tumor Suppressor Gene of Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Oncogene 21, 3172-3180, 2002. 


Zhou M, Chinnaiyan AM, Kleer CG, Lucas PC and Rubin MA. Alpha-Methylacyl-CoA racemase: a novel tumor marker overexpressed in several human cancers and their precursor lesions. Am J Surg Pathol. 26(7): 926-931, 2002.


Kleer CG, Tseng MD, Gutsch DE, Rochford AR, Wu Z-F, Joynt LK, Helvie MA, Chang T, van Golen KL, Merajver SD. Epstein-Barr virus is implicated in the pathogenesis of breast fibroadenomas in immunocompromised hosts. Modern Pathology 15(7):759-764, 2002.
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Ding, L., Erdmann, C., Chinnaiyan, A.M., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Identification of EZH2 as a Molecular Marker for a Precancerous State in Morphologically Normal Breast Tissues. Cancer Research 66(8):4095-9, 2006. Selected as a Cancer Research Highlight.


Hird, R.B., Chang, A., Cimmino, V., Diehl, K., Sabel, M., Kleer, C.G., Helvie, M., Schott, A., Young, J., Hayes, D., Newman, L. Impact of estrogen receptor expression and other clinico pathologic features on tamoxifen use in ductal carcinoma in situ. Cancer 15;106:2113-8, 2006.


Kuefer, R., Day, K.C., Kleer, C.G., Sabel, M.S., Hofer, M.D., Varambally, S., Zorn, C.S., Chinnaiyan, A.M., Rubin, M.A., Day, M.L. The ADAM15 disintegrin is associated with aggressive prostate and breast cancer disease. Neoplasia 8(4): 319-329, 2006.

Newman, EA, Guest AB, Helvie MA, Roubidoux MA, Chang AE, Kleer CG, Diehl KM, Cimmino VM, Pierce L, Hayes D, Newman LA, Sabel MS. Changes in surgical management resulting from case review at a breast cancer multidisciplinary tumor board. Cancer, 22;107(10):2346-2351, 2006.


Kleer, C.G., Teknos, T.N., Islam, M., Marcus, B., Lee, J.S.J., Pan, Q., and Merajver, S.D.  RhoC-GTPase Expression as a Potential Marker of Lymph Node Metastasis in Squamous Cell Carcinomas of the Head and Neck. Clinical Cancer Res, 12(15):4485-90, 2006.


Ding L, and Kleer CG. Enhancer of zeste 2 as a Marker of Preneoplastic Progression in the Breast. Cancer Res. 66(19)9352-5, 2006.


Zeidler M, and Kleer CG. The Polycomb Group Protein Enhancer of Zeste 2: Its Links to DNA Repair and Breast Cancer. J Mol Histol. 37(5-7):219-223, 2006


Kunju L, and Kleer CG. Significance of Flat Epithelial Atypia on Mammotome Core Needle Biopsy: Should it be Excised? Hum Pathol. 38(1):35-41, 2007


Maturen, K.E., Paramagul, C.P., Roubidoux, M.A., Kleer, C.G., Weadock W.J., Abate, S.A.  Interactive Computer Teaching Module for Radiologic-Pathologic Correlations in Breast Imaging. MedEdPORTAL, In press.


Ostrander J.H., Daniel A.R., Lofgren K, Kleer CG and Lange CA. Breast Tumor Kinase (Brk/PTK6) Regulates Heregulin-Induced Activation of Erk5 and p38 MAP Kinases in Breast Cancer Cells. Cancer Research 67(9):4199-209, 2007.


Kleer CG, Zhang Y, Merajver SD. CCN6 (WISP3) as a New Regulator of the Epithelial Phenotype in Breast Cancer. Cells Tissues Organs. Vol. 185, No. 1-3,  pp 95 - 99 , 2007

Privette LM, Gonzalez ME, Ding L, Kleer CG and Petty EM. Altered Expression of the Early Mitotic Checkpoint Gene, CHFR, in Breast Cancers: Implications for Tumor Suppression. Cancer Research, In press.

McHugh JB, Fullen DR, Ma L, Kleer CG, Su LD. Expression of polycomb group protein EZH2 in nevi and melanoma. Journal of Cutaneous Pathology. In press. 


Abstracts presented at scientific meetings during the period of the Award (2002-2007):


Kleer, C.G. and Rubin, M.A. Increased Expression of (-methyl acyl-CoA racemase (AMACR) is Associated with Tumor Size and Lymph Node Metastases in Breast Cancer. Presented at the IAP meeting, Chicago, IL, Feb. 2002.


Valdez, R., Thorson, J., Finn, W.G., Schnitzer, B., and Kleer, C.G. Lymphocytic Mastitis/Diabetic Mastopathy: A Molecular, Immunophenotypic and Clinicopathologic Evaluation of Eleven Cases. Presented at the IAP meeting, Chicago, IL, Feb. 2002.


Kleer, C.G. and Afify, A.M. HER-2/neu Over-Expression: Comparison between Three Immunohistochemical Assays. Presented at the IAP meeting, Chicago, IL, Feb. 2002. 


Kleer, C.G., Van Golen, K.L., Zhang, Y., Wu, Z-F, Rubin, M.A., and Merajver, S.D. RhoC Expression in Benign and Malignant Breast Disease: A Promising Marker of Metastatic Potential in Small Tumors. Presented at the AACR meeting, San Francisco, CA, Apr. 2002.


Pan, Q., Kleer, C.G., Van Golen, K.L., Irani, J., Bottema, K.M., Bais, C., De Carvalho, M., Mesri, E.A., Robins, D.M., Dick, R., Brewer, G.J., and Merajver, S.D. Copper Deficiency Induced by Tetrathiomolybdate Suppresses Tumor Growth and Angiogenesis. Presented at the AACR meeting, San Francisco, CA, Apr. 2002.


Kleer, C.G., Van Golen, K.L., Zhang, Y., Wu, Z-F, Rubin, M.A., and Merajver, S.D. RhoC Expression in Benign and Malignant Breast Disease: A Promising marker of Metastatic Potential in Small Tumors. ASCO meeting, Orlando, FL, May 18, 2002.


Kleer, C.G., Chang, T., Pan, Q., Rubin, M.A., Merajver, S.D. Characterization of VEGF-C Expression in Breast Tissues Using High Density Tissue Microarrays. Histopathology 41(1): 1-63. Oral presentation, International Academy of Pathology, Amsterdam, 2002.


Sturtz, D.E., Schott, A.F., and Kleer, C.G. Pathologic Features of Breast Cancer Associated with Complete Response to Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy: Importance of Histologic Type and Grade. Platform presentation, USCAP meeting, Washington DC, 2003.


Kleer, C.G., Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., Merajver, S.D. Characterization of WISP3, A Novel Tumor Suppressor Gene for Inflammatory Breast Cancer, in Normal Breast and Breast Disease. Platform presentation, USCAP meeting, Washington DC, 2003.


Kleer, C.G., Shen, R., Wolf, J., and Rubin, M.A. Characterization of Platelet Derived Growth Factor Receptor Expression in Breast Cancer Identifies Inflammatory Breast Cancer as a Potential Target for Treatment with PDGF-b Inhibitors. Poster presentation, USCAP meeting, Washington DC, 2003.


Kleer, C.G., Shen, R., Chinnaiyan, A.M., and Rubin, M.A. EZH2 is Overexpressed During Breast Cancer Progression and is a Predictor of Poor Outcome in Patients with Breast Cancer.  Poster presentation, USCAP meeting, Washington DC, 2003.


Kleer, C.G., Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., and Merajver, S.D. WISP3 is a Secreted Protein and Modulates IGF Signaling in Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Mini symposium AACR Meeting, Washington DC, July 11-14, 2003.


Koker, M. and Kleer, C.G. Metaplastic Carcinoma of the Breast: P63 is a Highly Sensitive and Specific Marker. Platform presentation, USCAP Meeting, Vancouver, BC, 2004.


Koker M., and Kleer, C.G. Smooth Muscle Actin and p63 in the Diagnosis of Difficult Lesions of the Breast. Poster presentation, USCAP Meeting, Vancouver, BC, 2004.


Koker, M., Griffith K., Newman, L., Sabel, M., Rubin, M.A., and Kleer, C.G. Pathologic Factors Predictive of Sentinel Lymph Node Metastasis in Patients with Breast Cancer. Poster presentation, USCAP Meeting, Vancouver, BC, 2004.


Witkiewicz, A., Rubin, M.A., and Kleer, C.G. AMACR Expression in Breast Adenocarcinomas. Poster presentation, USCAP Meeting, Vancouver, BC, 2004.


Kleer, C.G., Cao, Q., Varambally, S., Shen, R., Ota, I., Tomlins, S.A., Ghosh, D., Sewalt, R.G., Otte, A.P., Hayes, D.F., Sabel, M.S., Livant, D., Weiss, S.J., Rubin, M.A., and Chinnaiyan, A.M. EZH2 is a Marker of Aggressive Breast Cancer and Promotes Neoplastic Transformation of Breast Epithelial Cells. Platform presentation, USCAP Meeting, Vancouver, BC, 2004.


Kleer, C.G., Griffith, K., Sabel, S., Gallagher, G., Merajver, S.D. RhoC GTPase is a New Tissue Biomarker Predictive of Local Recurrence in Patients with Breast Cancer. Poster presentation, AACR meeting, Orlando, FL, 2004.


Zhang, Y., Monroe, S., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Inhibition of WISP3 (CCN6) Promotes the Neoplastic Transformation and Enhances the Effects of IGF-1 on Breast Epithelial Cells. Pathology Research Symposium, University of Michigan Pathology Graduate Program, Nov. 2004.


Kleer, C.G., Griffith, K., Sabel, M.S., Van Golen, K.L., Gallagher, G., Wu, Z.F., and Merajver, S.D. RhoC-GTPase is a Novel Tissue Biomarker Associated with Biologically Aggressive Carcinomas of the Breast. Poster Discussion Session, Breast Cancer Symposium, San Antonio, TX, Dec. 8-11, 2004.


Mehra, R., Chinnaiyan, A.M., and Kleer, C.G. GATA3 as a Novel Prognostic Marker for Breast Cancer. Platform presentation, USCAP meeting, San Antonio, TX, Feb 28- Mar 3, 2005.


Mohsin, S.K., Badve, S., Bose, S., Kleer, C.G., Pinder, S.E., and O’Malley, F.  Assessment of Variability in Diagnosing ‘Atypia’ in Columnar Cell Lesions (CCL) of the Breast. Poster Session, USCAP meeting, San Antonio, TX, Feb 28-Mar 3, 2005.


Mehra, R., Varambally, S., Poisson, L.M., Rhodes, D.R., Ghosh, D., Chinnaiyan, A.M., and Kleer, C.G. Overexpression of Minichromosome Maintenance Protein 2 is Associated with Tumor Aggressiveness and Outcome in Breast Cancer. Platform presentation, USCAP meeting, San Antonio, TX, Feb 28- Mar 3, 2005.


Zhang, Y., Monroe, S., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Inhibition of WISP3 (CCN6) Promotes the Neoplastic Transformation and Enhances the Effects of IGF-1 on Breast Epithelial Cells. Era of Hope Meeting, Department of Defense Breast Cancer Research Program, Poster presentation, Philadelphia, PA, June 8-11, 2005.


Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., Zhong H., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Inhibition of WISP3 (CCN6) Promotes a Mesenchymal Phenotype and Enhances the Effects of IGF-1 on Breast Epithelial Cells. Epithelial Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) Conference. Vancouver, BC, Canada, October 1-3, 2005. Poster Presentation.


Wei, I.*, Pu, R.*, Zhang, Y., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Analysis of WISP3 Promoter Methylation in Inflammatory Breast Cancer. Student Biomedical Research Forum, University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, MI, Nov. 2005.


Hayes, M.J. and Kleer, C.G. Expression of the Undifferentiated Cell Marker P63 in Primary invasive Carcinomas of the Breast and Their Nodal Metastases. Laboratory Investigation 86(1): 29A. Presented at USCAP meeting, Atlanta, GA, Feb. 2006.


Kunju, L.P. and Kleer, C.G. Significance of Flat Epithelial Atypia (FEA) on Mammotome Core Needle Biopsy: Should It Be Excised? Laboratory Investigation 86(1): 32A. Presented at USCAP meeting, Atlanta, GA, Feb. 2006.


Zeidler, M., Varambally, S., Cao, Q., Chinnaiyan, A.M., Ferguson, D.O., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. The Polycomb Group Protein EZH2 Impairs DNA Repair in Human Mammary Epithelial Cells. AACR meeting, April 1-5, 2006, Washington DC. Poster Presentation.


Wei, I.*, Pu, R.*, Zhang, Y., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Analysis of WISP3 Promoter Methylation in Inflammatory Breast Cancer. XXVI Congress of the International Academy of Pathology, Montreal, Sept. 16-21, 2006.


Hayes, MJ, Witkiewicz, A,  Kleer, C.G. Aberrant b-Catenin Expression is Associated with        Morphology and Prognosis in Metaplastic Mammary  Carcinomas. United States and Canadian Academy of Pathology, San Diego, CA, March 24-30, 2007.


Kunju, LP, Kleer, C.G. Carcinoma and Grade 1 (Well Differentiated) Invasive Ductal Carcinoma: Comparision of Associated Flat Epithelial Atypia and Other Intra-Epithlial Lesions. United States and Canadian Academy of Pathology, San Diego, CA, March 24-30, 2007.


Lo, AC.,  Soliman, AS., Kleer, C.G, Alford, SH., Eissa, S., Hablas, A., Khaled, HM., Omar, S., Merajver, S. Molecular Epidemiologic Features of Inflamitory Breast Cancer: A Comparison Between Egyptian and U.S. Patients. AACR meetingApril 14-18, 2007, Los Angeles, CA.


Georgopolis, A., Soliman, A., Kleer, CG., Lo, AC., Eissa, S., Khaled, H., Omar, S., Merajver, SD. Molecular Differences Between Inflammatory Breast Cancers in Egyptian Patients.  AACR meeting, April 14-18, 2007, Los Angeles, CA.


Conclusion:

We are encouraged by our progress in all areas. We want to move forward and test the clinical utility of WISP3 and in combination with RhoC and other markers, in detecting aggressive breast cancer phenotypes before they develop metastases. We also wish to explore the relationship between WISP3 and the IGF-receptor pathway in more depth. These are the directions we are moving on for this year.
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Figure 3. RhoC protein expression is associated with survival in patients with breast cancer. A. Tissue microarray elements containing representative invasive carcinomas with negative (1), weak (2), moderate (3), and strong (4) RhoC staining intensities. Original magnification 40x. B. High RhoC expression in invasive carcinomas is associated with worse overall, disease-free, and local recurrence-free survival.

















Figure 2. Western immunoblot of cell lysates of five different breast cancer cell lines (MDA231, MDA435, SUM149), and HPV immortalized human mammary epithelial cells (HME), and spontaneously immortalized human mammary epithelial cells (MCF10A). WISP3 protein is expressed in normal cells, and its expression decreases in breast cancer cells.
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